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in Penobscot Co., ME 
1840-1900 
Nils William Olsson 
Readers of SAG will have observed no doubt that the editor, from time to time, 
has published lists of naturalizations as well as declarations of intent of 
Scandinavian settlers in this country. The official documentation of an immigrant's 
presence in the U.S., his official act of becoming a U.S. citizen or declaring his 
intent of becoming one, witnessed by a county or district court clerk, is of course, 
primary evidence of that person's residence in America. 
As stated in earlier essays on this subject, the compiler cannot stress enough the 
importance of this body of documentary evidence. While for many years 
naturalization records have been gathering dust in hundreds of city, county and 
federal courts, there is now a movement to preserve this documentary source in 
archival institutions, ranging from the National Archives in Washington and its 
many branches throughout the country, to the many state archives and finally, in 
some instances, to communities, where in historical societies, public libraries and 
city archives these records are now available to the public. 
When this journal first commenced eight years ago, one of the main points of 
focus was the presentation of lists of Swedish immigrants to this country, whether 
these appeared in passenger lists, passport records, parish registers or naturaliza-
tion proceedings. So, once more we wish to present a list of naturalizations, this 
time taken from the Penobscot County Court records, housed in the Maine State 
Archives in Augusta, ME. 
Additionally, there is also a list of declarations of intent for the same county. 
Some of these may duplicate what is already in the naturalization lists, but it 
seemed more expedient to publish the entire record, without excluding any names, 
despite the risk of duplication. 
Among the Penobscot naturalizations are also some New Sweden, ME 
residents, about whom there appeared a lengthy study in one of the first issues of 
this journal (SAG, Vol. I, No.3, Sept. 1981, pp. 93-118). References to these New 
Sweden petitioners may be found in the notes section following this presentation. 
114 
NATURALIZATIONS OF FOREIGNERS 
County Court, Penobscot Co., ME 
Name Residence Nationality Birth date 
Arr. in Deel. of Intent Admitted to 
or age the U.S. citizenship 
Volu~e I, 1834 
JOHNSON, Hans Bangor Den. ca. 1801 
1816 Oct. Term I 840 
Volume II, Oct. Term 1843 - Nov. Term 1853 
CARLSON, Francis Conrad Orrington Swe. 
1839 1 Oct. Term 1845 
Volume Ill, Nov. Term 1853 - Oct. Term 1856 
STONSLAND, THOMAS Orrington Nor. 24 Apr. 1824 
1840 Oct. Term I 854 
SMITH, Charles Bangor ca. 1822 
1835 5 Dec. 1851 Jan. Term 1856 
Volume IV, Oct. Term 1856 - Aug. Term 1868 
SIMONS, THOMAS Bangor Goteborg, Swe. 
18492 8 May 1868 
Vol. V, Aug. Term 1868 - Aug. Term 1876 
z 
5; 
LORENTZ, Charles Bangor Den. ca. 1838 
1868 31 Mar. 1868 20 June 1879 !. ;i· 
WALLBERG, Oscar Brewer Swe. 4 May 1851 
1865 3 Sept. 1872 s· = 
POL, Bernhard Bangor 
1866 12 July 1869 20 Jan. 1873 "' er 
in Butte Co., CA 
fD 
VALENTIN, Rasmus ca. 1834 
1869 18 Aug. 1874 21 Aug. 1876 = Den. 0 11 
NORRMAN, Andrew Bernhard Bangor Swe. ca. 1837 4








Name Residence Nationality Birth date Arr. in Deel. of Intent Admitted to fD 
C. or age the U.S. citizenship i;;· =-> 
JACOBS, William Bangor Nor. ca. 1840 1855 26 Aug. 1876 a 
fD 
::!. 
Vol. VI, Aug. Term 1876 - Aug. Term 1884 




fD so SWANSON, John Bangor ca. 1832 1871 11 Sep. 1876 7 Jan. 1879 0 IJQ i. OLSON, Peter John Holden ca. 1846 1872 12 Feb. 1876 20 Aug. 1879 HANSON, Frederick Bangor ca. 1842 1872 18 Aug. 1876 26 Aug. 1879 JOHNSON, Lewis 
ca. 1853 1871 
BANGSON, Peter 
ca. 1839 1872 27 Apr. 1877 27 Aug. 1879 SWANSON, Augustus ca. 1837 1871 11 Sep. 1876 30 Aug. 1879 OLSON, Charles Niles Nor. ca. 1853 1869 25 Aug. 1880 PEARSON, August Per Swe. ca. 1850 1871 28 Oct. 1876 SMITH, Peter Schleswig- ca. 1847 1867 6 Mar. 1876 26 Aug. 1880 Holstein from Den. 
JACOBSON, Carl August Swe. ca. 1857 1870 31 Aug. 1882 BENSON, Perry 
ca. 1850 1871 
HANSON, Carl J. New Sweden, ca. 1859 1872 I Sep. 1881 17 Aug. 1882 Aroostook Co. 
STRUMBERG, Nels 0. Caribou, ca. 1860 13 Aug. 1877 16 July 1882 Aroostook Co. 
FOGELIN, Olof P. 3 New Sweden ca. 1860 1871 28 July 1882 
JOHANSON, Nils Johan4 New Sweden Swe. ca. 1842 1871 5 Mar. 1880 17 Aug. 1882 
WINBERG, Samuel Eric5 Woodland, ca. 1836 1871 14Oct.1873 
Aroostook Co. 
MATTHEIS, George6 New Sweden ca. 1843 1868 
JONSSON, Jons7 ca. 1817 1871 14Oct.1873 
LUNDGREN, Gustaf L.s Woodland ca. 1836 1871 
LARSON, Noak9 New Sweden ca. 1829 1871 
PETERSON, Jonas 10 ca. 1841 1870 28 Sep. 1876 
JOHANSON, Johan W. 11 ca. 1830 1871 14 Oct. 1873 
DAHLBERG, George Bangor ca. 1841 1869 22 July 1879 21 Aug. 1882 
Sup.Ct.,Bristol 
Co., MA 
SODERBERG, Otto ca. 1841 1868 24 Oct. 1878 
Sup.Ct. ,Worces-
ter Co., MA z ID c 
NELSON, Nels Woodland ca. 1848 1871 4 Mar. 1878 24 Aug. 1882 .. !!. 
Co.Ct., Galves- N. !!t 
ton, TX c5· 
= 
AKERSTROM, John New Sweden ca. 1853 
{ll 
May 1871 s· 
NELSON, Swen Perham, ca. 1855 1871 ""=' !ti = Aroostook Co. 0 er {ll 
I') s. 
n 
.;o - ? ---.I 
""" Name Residence Nationality Birth date Arr. in Deel. of Intent Admitted to r,i """ 





24 Aug. 1882 =-ROSIN, Kristin New Sweden Swe. ca. 1855 1871 > a ABRAHAMSON, Lars 12 Woodland ca. 1839 1871 l4Oct.1873 Ill .. ;;· .. ANDERSON, Per G.13 ca. 1828 1871 = 
Ill 
PETERSON, Peter Bangor ca. 1838 1870 15 Sep. 1879 28 Aug. 1882 = Ill .. HAMMAR, Samuel 14 New Sweden ca. 1824 1869 17 Aug. 1882 0 II!. KILMAN, Anders 15 Perham ca. 1842 1872 24 Aug. 1882 ABRAHAMSON, Magnus 16 New Sweden ca. 1833 1871 
OLSEN, Carl L. Brownville, Fredrik- ca. 1863 1871 12 Aug. 1885 Piscataquis Co. stad, Nor. 
LUNDIN, Olof Gavleborg ca. 1858 1873 29 Aug. 1881 
Co., Swe. Jud.Ct.Pisca-
taquis Co. 
LUNDBLAD, Anders Vastergot- ca. 1816 1876 
land, Swe. 
LUNDBLAD, August Swe. ca. 1862 1880 
ERICKSON, Lars P. Skaraborg ca. 1828 1873 
Co., Swe. 
OLSEN, Ole Christiania ca. 1833 1871 22 Feb. 1881 (Oslo), Nor. Jud.Ct.,Pisca-
taquis Co. 
SODERDREN (SODERGREN), Monson, Swe. ca. 1860 1879 Peter17 Piscataquis Co. 
POLSON, Peter Bradford ca. 1848 1875 18 Aug. 1882 25 Aug. 1884 
JOHNSON, Peter August Bangor Swe. ca. 1844 1872 31 May 1882 28 Aug. 1884 
LAWSON, Emanuel Holden ca. 1857 1871 28 Aug. 1882 
SANDBERG, Abram Bradford ca. 1844 1871 18 Aug. 1882 29 Aug. 1884 
BRINKMAN, John Ft. Fairfield, Den. ca. 1860 1875 28 Aug. 1884 
Aroostook Co. 
HANSON, August New Sweden Swe. ca. 1861 1872 
PERSSON, Haken 18 " ca. 1848 21 Aug. 1882 
SODERGREN, John 19 ca. 1820 1879 22 Aug. 1882 
NILSON, Olof H. ca. 1853 1871 
HOORQUIST, Elias20 Woodland ca. 1833 1871 23 Sep. 1880 
MATSON, Eric New Sweden " ca. 1862 1871 
CARLSON, John Woodland ca. 1862 1871 
JEPPESSON, Mons2 1 New Sweden ca. 1846 1871 23 Sep. 1880 z 
ANDERSON, Per22 ca. 1851 1872 22 Sep. 1882 a C .. 
NILSSON, Tue2J ca. 1844 1871 22 Aug. 1882 
!. ;::r a 
ERICKSON, Anders G. Woodland ca. 1847 1878 6 Mar. 1882 s· = {ll 
JOHNSON, Lars New Sweden ca. 1843 1871 22 Aug. 1882 er 
"'d 
ACKERSTROM, Carl L.24 Woodland ca. 1850 1871 21 Aug. 1882 





f - ::: -l,C 
.... Name Residence Nationality Birth date Arr. in Deel. of Intent Admitted to rJJ N = or age the U.S. citizenship l'D Q. 
i;;· 
NELSON, Carl J.2s New Sweden Swe. ca. 1863 1869 28 Aug. 1884 :r > a Vol. VII, Aug. Term 1884 - Jan. Term 1900 l'D 
:!. 
t') HANSON, Peter Bangor Den. ca. 1845 1851 28 Aug. 1882 30 Aug. 1884 = :, 
LARSON, Edward A. ca. 1850 1867 22 Sept. 1882 27 Oct. 1884 l'D :, 
l'D = LAWSON, Theodore Swe. ca. 1843 29 Sep. 1882 0 
l1Q 
PERSSON, Andrew ca. 1841 1868 21 Apr. 1883 24 Apr. 1885 =--
ANDERSON, Harry Brewer Den. ca. 1864 1879 15 Oct. 1886 
PERSSON, Peter A. Bangor Swe. ca. 1865 1878 28 Oct. 1886 
BENSON, Arvid S. ca. 1862 1881 8 Sep. 1884 
JOHNSON, Olof ca. 1833 1871 18 Aug. 1882 7 Sep. 1888 
NELSON, Olof Township 39 ca. 1840 1871 7 Oct. 1887 
JOHNSON, Charles H. Bangor Nor. ca. 1869 1883 26 Aug. 1890 
OLAVESON, John Hampden ca. 1868 1886 14 Oct. 1891 
NELSON, William Monson Swe. ca. 1850 1882 23 Aug. 1892 
LINDBERG, John E. ca . 1858 1883 
SIMGREN, John ca. 1827 1883 
OLSON, John ca. 1861 1883 23 Aug. 1892 
ANDERSON, Andrew ca. 1838 1883 
BORGESON, John Aug. ca. 1870 1882 
BJORCK, John ca. 1846 1887 
LINDGREN, Nils ca. 1863 1883 
JOHNSON, Martin Monson Swe. 
ca. 1871 1887 23 Aug. 1892 
CHRISTOPHERSON, Bangor Den. 
ca. 1865 1879 24 Aug. 1892 
Christopher Eggert 
LARSEN, Paul 
ca. 1864 1883 
MATSON, Rasmus 
ca. 1871 1881 
LARSEN, Christian Ernest 
ca. 1869 1887 
BORJESSO: J, Carl August Swe. 
ca. 1859 1881 
CHRISTENSON, Hans Den. 
ca. 1866 31 Jan. 1894 
GUNNERSON, Smith Nor. 
ca. 1860 1887 12 Apr. 1894 
EMERSON, William M. 
ca. 1866 1880 20 Apr. 1894 
DEGERSTROM, John Brewer Swe. 
ca. 1847 1871 29 Aug. 1881 28 Aug. 1894 
Jud.Ct., Pisca-
taquis Co. 
ERLAND, William Bangor 
ca . 1870 1880 z 
MARTINS, John A. 
ca. 1854 1885 29 Aug. 1894 
C .. 
!. 
JOHNSON, Ludvig A. 
ca. I 867 1888 
;r 
WILSON, Charles Fin. 
ca. I 867 1888 29 Aug. 1894 
s· 
= "' 
NELSON, Otto Swe. 
ca. 1863 1883 5 Mar. 1895 
:r 
-= fD 
HANSON, Peter Den. 
ca. 1859 1883 7 Mar. 1895 = 0 Cl" 
PETERSON, Charles W. Holden Swe. 







.. Name Residence Nationality Birth date Arr. in Deel. of Intent Admitted to rLJ N N the U.S. or age citizenship e: 
"' =-ANDERSON, John E. Brownville Swe. ca.1871 1889 17 Aug. 1896 > a HANSON, Peter 
ca. 1870 1890 Jud.Ct.Pisca- :I. fl 
IIO taquis Co. :, ANDERSON, Andrew 
ca. 1864 1890 :, 
IIO 
LILJA, Nels Magnus 
ca. 1859 1890 0 
11,!. ANDERSON, Andrew 
ca. 1866 1887 ERICKSON, Oscar 
ca. 1859 1889 MYRVALL, Peter J. 
ca. 1854 1889 PAULSON, Erick 
ca. 1859 1883 CARLBERG, Anders W. Monson ca. 1849 1881 TORNQUIST, John 
ca. 1852 1879 WICKMAN, Erick 
ca. 1863 1890 ANDERSON, Lars 0 . 
ca. 1848 1881 LARSON, Gustaf A. 
ca. 1873 1883 ARVIDSON, Charles 
ca. 1863 1886 Jud.Ct.Pisca-
taquis Co. ANDERSON, August 
ca. 1866 1890 ERICKSON, Oscar Swe. ca. 1851 1881 17 Aug. 1896 CARLSON, John 
ca. 1854 1884 ENGSTROM, John L. 
ca. 1867 1890 
./ 
ERICKSON, Erik Monson Fin
. ca. 1868 1889 Jud.
Ct.,Pisca- 17 Aug. 1896 
taquis Co. 
LARSON, Fred Sw
e. ca. 1867 1888 
LARSON, John 
ca. 1846 1888 
ARVIDSON, John 
ca. 1866 1888 Jud.Ct. Pisca-
taquis Co. 
JOHNSON, John H. 
ca. 1873 1883 
JOHNSON, John 
ca. 1846 1884 Jud.Ct. Pisca-
taquis Co. 
DANIELSON, Earnest Fin. 
ca. 1865 1888 
SWANSON, Nils Swe. 
ca. 1869 1890 
HAGG, Arvid 
ca. 1866 1890 
LARSEN, John H. Bangor 
ca. 1840 1859 25 Jan. 1872 24 Aug. 1
896 
Ct.Com.Pleas, City z 
and Co. Ct., NY 
., 
i: .. 
ANDERSON, Gustaf A. Brewer Nor. 
ca. 1869 1888 
!!. ;r 
SWENSON, Victor Bangor Swe. 
ca. 1860 1878 22 Feb. 1
897 
a s· = 
JORGENSON, Niels B. Nor. 
ca. 1868 
{ll 
1889 25 Aug. 1897 ;· 
ANDERSON, Swan J. 
,, Swe. ca. 1845 1885 
28 Apr. 1893 23 Oct. 1897 -= = 
CHRISTENSEN, Paul De
n. ca. 1870 1891 
28 Oct. 1898 0 {ll n 
RINGVALL, Knut A. Swe. 
ca. 1865 1884 
8 Apr. 1899 a 
("l 
ANDERSON, Lars Christian De
n. ca. 1868 1891 







Name Residence Nationality Birth date Arr. in Deel. of Intent Admitted to ::r > or age the U.S. citizenship a ... ;:;· 
so = Declarations of Intent = so 
0 
Vol. II (Vol. I missing) 
IIO E. 
HANSON, John 
Den. ca. 1821 16 Mar. 1854 Volume III 
NELSON, James 
Swe. ca. 1826 22 June 1857 LUND, John Bangor Den. ca. 1830 Arr. in 17 June 1871 Portland, ME 
9 Apr. 1868 GARNISON, John 
ca. 1846 27 Mar. 1874 OLSSON, Nils Bangor Swe. ca. 1848 9 Sep. 1874 BRUNNER, Christian Frederick Nor. ca. 1851 22 Oct. 1874 WALL, Thomas 
Nor. ca. 1847 15 Apr. 1875 HANSON, Frederick Swe. ca. 1853 18 Aug. 1876 CHILLMAN, John Augustus 
ca. 1832 31 Aug. 1876 SWANTON, John Bangor ca. 1832 11 Sep. 1876 SWANSON, Augustus 
ca. 1837 PEARSON, August Pear 
ca. 1851 28 Oct. 1876 
BANGSON, Peter Swe. ca. 1840 
27 Apr. 1877 
PETERSON, Peter Bangor ca. 1837 
15 Sep. 1879 
SWANSON, August P. 
I Dec. 1880 
JOHNSON, Peter August ca. 1845 
31 Mar. 1882 
JOHNSON, Olof ca 1833 
18 Aug. 1882 
POLSON, Peter Bradford ca. 1848 
SUNDBERG, Abram ca. 1845 
JOHNSON, Lewis Peter ca. 1850 
21 Aug. 1882 
LAWSON, Emanuel ca. 1848 
28 Aug. 1882 
Vol. IV 
HANSEN, Peter Bangor Den. ca. 1856 
LARSEN, Edward A. ca. 1850 
22 Sep. 1882 
LAWSON, Theodore 
29 Sep. 1882 
z a. 
PERSSON, Andrew Bangor Swe. ca. 1841 
21 Apr. 1883 
5; 
!. ,:z-
BENSON, Arvid L. ca. 1862 
8 Sep. 1884 a. =· = 
WALLGREN, John P. Bangor Swe. ca. 1847 
8 June 1886 rll ;· 
LARSON, Paul 
,., Den. ca. 1865 27 Oct. 1886 fD = 
OLSON, Peter Nor. ca. 1854 
12 Nov. 1886 
0 
rll n 
ANDERSON, Magnus Brewer Nor. ca. 1844 





.. Name Residence Nationality Birth date Arr. in Deel. of Intent Admitted to TJJ t;,J or age the U.S. citizenship Q. ;;· :r NELSON, Olof Township No. 39 Swe. 7 Oct. 1887 > a JOHNSON, August Bangor Nor. ca. 1859 7 Sep. 1888 :s. n 
ID 
MARTINS, J.A. Swe. ca. 1854 8 Sep. 1888 = LARSEN, Carl Johan Den. ca. 1861 IO June 1889 = 
!!. 
CHRISTENSEN, Hans ,, 
ca. 1866 18 June 1889 Q 
11,!. LARSEN, Christian Earnest 
ca. 1869 2 Feb. 1890 BORGESON, Carl August ,, Swe. ca. 1859 28 July 1890 NICKERSON, Alexander .. Nor. ca. 1865 2 Sep. 1890 BERGSTROM, Isaac Holden Swe. ca. 1833 22 Oct. 1890 GUNNERSON, Smith Bangor Nor. ca. 1861 25 Jan. 1892 NELSON, Otto ,, Swe. ca. 1864 23 Aug. 1892 PEARSON, Whitney ,, ,, 
ca. 1867 24 Aug. 1892 JOHNSON, Charles J. .. 
ca. 1860 13 Sep. 1892 JACOBSON, Joakim R. Nor. ca. 1865 7 Oct. 1892 ANDERSON, Gustavus A. Hampden ca. 1870 31 Oct. 1892 HANSEN, Peter Den. ca. 1859 6 Mar. 1893 ANDERSON, Swan J. Bangor Swe. ca. 1846 28 Apr. 1893 ERLAND, William ,, 
ca. 1870 23 June 1893 HANSEN, Hans Peter Den. ca. 1869 26 July 1893 JANSON, Andrew Swe. ca. 1868 23 Aug. 1893 
PETERSSON, Dynes Bangor Den. ca. 1867 
7 Feb. 1894 
JANSEN, Martin 
,, ,, ca. 1845 
JOHANSON, George 
., Nor. ca. 1864 2 Aug. 1894 
SWENSON, Victor Swe. ca. 1861 
29 Aug. 1894 
CHRISTENSEN, Paul Den. ca. 1870 
24 Sep. 1894 
ANDERSON, Lars Christian 
,, ca. 1868 23 Feb. 1895 
BLOMBERG, Charles J. Holden Swe. ca. 1853 
7 Mar. 1895 
JOHNSON, Andrew 
,, ca. 1845 
LARSON, Charles E. 
,, ,, ca. 1841 
OLSSON, Petter Gust. Bangor ca. 1871 
12 Mar. 1895 
JORGENSEN, Nels B. 
,, Nor. ca. 1869 1 May 1895 
PETERSEN, Niels T. Den. ca. 1864 
23 Sep. 1895 
JONES, Harry ca. 1867 
9 Oct. 1895 z 
VALLENTINE, Thore Frederick Swe. ca. 1869 
13 Apr. 1896 a = .. 
RINGWALL, Knut A. ca. 1865 
27 Oct. 1896 !!. ;:· 
LUND, Nelson P. Old Town ca. 1868 
20 Jan. 1897 
a s· ::, 
LAWSON, Elias Bangor Nor. ca. 1873 
2 Sep. 1897 
{ll 
:r 




,, ca. 1857 
=" {ll n 
WALL, Tobias Janssen Montague Den. ca. 1864 14 Oct. 1897 
s. 
n 
OLSEN, Oscar - Castine Nor. ca. 1873 26 Nov. 1897 f N ...., 
WESTON, Albert 
a: 
Bangor Swe. ca. 1869 16 Mar. 1899 ( 1898?) l'.'!!l 
.... Name Residence Nationality Birth date Arr. in Deel. of Intent Admitted to 
EGGEN, James 
JOHNSON, Charles R. 
JOHNSON, Chris 
WILSON, John M. 
ERICKSON, Andrew Peter 
LINDHOLM, Frank 











1Francis Conrad Carlson arr. as a minor, being under 18 years of age at the time. 
or age the U.S. 
ca. 1869 13 July 1898 
ca. 1867 
ca. 1859 20 Oct. 1898 
ca. 1857 25 July 1899 
ca. 1859 17 Mar. 1899 
ca. 1876 14 July 1899 
ca. 1871 25 Nov. 1899 
2Thomas Simons enlisted in the First Louisiana Regiment of the U.S . Army in 1864 and served until July 1866, when he was honorably discharged. 
citizenship 
301of P. Fogelin was probably the adopted s. of Anders J . Fogelin. He was b. in Eke by Parish (Malm.) 27 July 1860. - Nils William Olsson, "Declarations of Intention and Naturalizations in New Sweden, ME 1873-1900" in Swedish American Genealogist, Vol. I, No . 3, Sept. 1981, p. IOI (Hereafter abbreviated NS Naturalizations). 4Nils Johan Johanson declared his int. in the Superior Court of Aroostook Co., Houlton, ME. - NS Naturalizations, p. 108. 
WS Naturalizations , p. 97. 
6George Matthias (sic!) declared his int. in Houlton. - NS Naturalizations, p. 108. 
7NS Naturalizations, p. 97. 
8Ibid . 
9Ibid., p. JOO. 
10Ibid ., p. 107. 
Illbid., p. 106. 
12lbid., p. IOI. 
13lbid ., p. 106. 
17He is perhaps identical with Pehr Sodergren, b. in Sweden 7 Aug. 1861, the s. of Johan Sodergren and his wife Margareta. - NS Naturalizations, p. 110. 1BNS Naturalizations, p. 109. 
19lbid., p. 110. 
20Ibid., p. 109. 
21 Ibid ., p. 109. 
22Jbid ., p . 108. 
23Ture (sic!) Nilson declared his int. in Houlton. - NS Naturalizations, p. 110. 24NS. Naturalizations, p. 109 
14lbid., p. 108. 
15Ibid ., p. 100. 
16lbid ., p. 100. 














The Chicago Exhibition of 
Scandinavian-American Artists in 1929 
( Continued from page 77) 
Marcus N. Gustavson 
President, Diamond Products Co., paint manufacturers, 2750 N. Lincoln; 
home: 6341 Kenmore Ave. S: Polk, 1928. 
Thyra Peterson (Mrs. Charles S. Peterson, see above) 
Foreman National Bank (see Oscar Foreman above) 
LaSalle and Washington Streets, Chicago. S: Polk, 1928. 
State Bank of Chicago (see Oscar Haugan below) 
La Salle and Monroe Streets, Chicago; established 1871. S: Polk, 1928. 
Birger Osland (see above) 
Birger Osland & Co., Investment Bankers, 120 La Salle St., Chicago; 
established 1911. S: Polk, 1928. 
Charles Simeon Peterson 
Lent paintings from his private collection. B. 29 Aug. 1873, Daglosen, S; s. the 
Rev. Peter and Sophia Christina P.; came to US 1887; d. 7 Sept. 1943. M. 30 
Apr. 1901, Thyra Hjertquist, Chicago. E: High school, Stockholm. Learned 
printer's trade in Chicago; organizer ( 1899) and pres., Peterson Linotyping 
Co.; head of Regan Printing House and the G.D. Steer Co.; Member Board of 
Education ( 1913-1918), Chicago; member of Board of County Commissioners, 
Chicago ( 1922-26); trustee and vice pres., American-Scandinavian Founda-
tion. Member: Arts Club, Swedish Club. Ho.me: 190 Pearson St., Chicago 
(1926); 77 E. Elm St., Chicago and Sheboygan,WI (1943). S: WWC (1926). 
Oscar H. Haugan 
B. 5 Nov. 1872, Chicago, s. Helge Alexander and Laura A. (Wardrum) H.M. 
26 June 1900, Clara C. Jevne, Chicago. Children: Helen, Jevne, Richard. 
Banker, State Bank of Chicago (since 1892); director, State Bank of Evanston. 
Consul of Norway at Chicago, 1910-1916. Pres., Norwegian Old Peoples' 
Home, Norwood Park, IL; Member, Chicago Norske Klub, Swedish Club. 
Home: 2855 Sheridan Place, Evanston, IL. S: Strand, p. 344; WWC(1926). 
John W. Sinding (see above) 
Trygve Albert Siqueland (see above) 
Peter B. Nelson (see above) 
Martin Lundgren (see above) 
Torey Ross (see above) 
129 
Swedish American Genealogist 
Axel Daniel Westerlind 
Also Aksel, b. 2 May 1865, Dals-Ed, Dalsland, S; s. Carl Gustaf and Anna 
Kristina (Bjorlin) W.; came to US 1887; d. 6 Sept. 1938, Chicago. M. 1890, 
Elin Wilhelmina Nyman. E: Chalmers Tekniska Institut, Goteborg; under 
Lauritz Baltzer; under Bendt Lindholm and Carl Larsson at Valands 
Malarskola, Goteborg, S; under Thulstrup in NY and J.W. Densmore in 
Detroit, MI. Landscape painter and lithographer. Founder of an engraving 
firm in Chicago. Member: Svenska Konstnarer. C: Smaland Museum, 
Vaxjo, S. S: Ernst W. Olson, p. 243; SK, v. 5, p. 640. 
Exhibitors 
Christian Abramsen, 10 E. Erie St., Chicago. Three paintings: Debutante, Major 
General Swinton and Christian Olsen (now at Vesterh!!im1). (All three were 
exhibited at the Chicago Norske Klub.) 
B. 20 July 1887, Bergen, N; d. 24 Jan. 1983, Madison, WI. E: Kunst Industri 
School, Bergen; under Koren Wilberg and Ansor Hansen; Art Institute of 
Chicago (1909-10). C: Augustana College, Rock Island, IL; St. Olaf College, 
Northfield, MN; State Historical Society of Wisconsin; Vesterheim. S: 
Sparks, p. 235; Swanson, p. 15; Chicago Tribune, 30 Jan. 1983. 
Gotthilf Ahlman, 1416 Rascher Ave. , Chicago. One Painting: Joe. Also Gottfrid, 
b. 4 June 1888, Ernas, Norrbotten, S, s. ofa shoemaker Isak and Erika Lovisa 
(Johansdotter) A.; came to US 1906; settled in Greensburg, PA; two years 
later moved to Cleveland and stayed four years; in 1912 to Chicago; d. 3 Dec. 
1953, Chicago. M. 1 July 1919, Anna Elisabeth Muhr (b. 8 Sept. 1892), 
Sarestad, Vastergotland, S). E: Academy of Fine Arts, Chicago. On the staff 
at the art studios of the Lakeside Press, Chicago. Member: Illinois Academy 
of Fine Arts, Svenska Konstnarer (pres.), Svithiod; Swedish-American Art 
Association, Swedish Club, Swedish Cultural Society, Swedish Engineers' 
Society. S: Clipping from files of Clarence A. Anderson, Homewood, IL; 
APSD. Archives of the SAHS; SK, v. 1, p. 38. 
Genevieve Alexandersen, 6528 Greenview Ave., Chicago. Five sculptures: 
Motherhood, Guinevere, Portrait Bust of Gwendolyn Fehrman, Portrait of 
Vivie, and Baby Gay (all of which were shown at the CNK). Genevieve 
Constance A., b. 1900, Bergen, N. Sculptor. Member: All-Illinois Society of 
Fine Artists; North Shore Art Association. Home: Elmwood Park, IL. 
S: Sparks, p. 247; WWWAA. 
Dorothy Visju Anderson, 1826 N. Wilcox Ave., Hollywood, CA. Two paintings: 
The Black Bowl and Mt. Baldy, CA (both exhibited at the CNK). B. 1874, 
Oslo, N: dau. of Peder and Anna (Mikkelsen) A.; came to US as a child; d. 4 
Sept. 1960, Los Angeles, CA. E: Art Institute of Chicago under John H. 
1Vesterheim, the Norwegian-American Museum, Decorah, IA, has an extensive collection of Norwegian-American 
art. 
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Vanderpoel, Charles Frances Browne and Frederick Freer; also under 
William M. Chase, NY. Landscape and figure painter; teacher. Member: 
American Federation of Arts, Art Institute Alumni Association, Artists 
Guild, Arts Club, Society of Independent Artists. C: Elks Club (Los Angeles); 
Vanderpoel Memorial Art Collection, Chicago; 1 Women's Club (Hollywood). 
S: CNK catalog (1921) p. 6; Dawdy, v.2, p. 5; Skandinaven, 2 May 1927; 
Nordisk Tidende, 14 July 1927. 
Anne Anderson, Chicago. One painting: Oland Anne, also exhibited Swedish 
Club, 1926, 1929, 1934; b. Elgin, IL of Swedish-American parents. Graphic 
artist. C: Smaland Museum, Vaxjo, S. S: SK, v. 1, p. 62. Artist, Emmet 
Kennedy (Civil Engineers, 30 N. LaSalle, Room 1001, Chicago); home: 4933 
N. Winchester. S: Polk, 1928. 
Oscar Anderson, Bamner Hill, Gloucester, MA. One painting: Rocks and Sea. 
Carl Oscar, b. 31 July 1873, Bjers, Guldrupe, Gotland, S, s. Anders Victor and 
Marie (Johansson) A.; came to US 1891. M. 1895, Alida Charlotte Lindberg 
from Varberg, S (d. 1937). E: Connecticut League of Art; studied in Sweden, 
England and Belgium. Landscape painter. C: Hovey School, Gloucester, 
MA; Manchester (MA) city hall. S: SK, v, 1, p. 69. 
Sigvald Asbj0rnsen, 4024 Oakdale Ave., Chicago. Four sculptures: Bust of Roald 
Amundsen, First Sorrow, Sisters and Village Cobbler. (Bust of Roald 
Amundsen was shown at the CNK.) 
B. 19 Oct. 1867, Oslo, N; came to US and Chicago 1892; d. 1954, Chicago. 
E: under Mathias Skeibrok at Oslo's Royal Academy on a stipend from King 
Oscar II; a pupil of Julius 0. Middelthun and Knut Bergslien. Awarded the St. 
Olav Medal (N) ( 1952). C: Joliet (IL) Public Library; "Leif Eriksen" statue in 
Humboldt Park, Chicago; the Illinois State Monument in Chattanooga, TN; 
Vesterheim. S: Swanson, p. 15; Strand, p. 270; Sparks, p. 258; FFtoP, pp. 
BI0-11. 
Herman Bergh, 2133 N. Spaulding Ave., Chicago. One painting: Still Life. 
Exhibited at the CNK in 1925. Possibly the same person as listed in the Polk 
directory (1928) as: Janitor, home: 1921 N. Sawyer Ave. 
Elmer S. Berge, 3200 W. North Ave., Chicago. One painting: From the Old 
Studio (also exhibited at the CNK). 
B. Finn0, N; came to the US "about 25 years" before 1955; d. 1956, 63 years 
old, Minneapolis, MN. E: In S and England; Art Institute of Chicago. C: 
Vesterheim. S: New Ulm, MN Journal, 17 Feb. 1955; Decorah-Posten, 15 
Mar. 1956. 
1Now called the John H. Vanderpoel Art Gallery and part of the Beverly Art Center, 2153 W. 
I I Ith St. , Chicago; it is 
administered by the John H. Vanderpoel Art Association. John H. Vanderpoel (1851 - 1911) 
was an immigrant 
from Holland who became a teacher at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago; his conte
mporaries established 
this collection after his death as a memorial to him. (Interviews with Ms. Pat McGrail and M
s. Helen Jean Wyatt, 
Beverly Art Center, 18 Mar. 1989). 
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Emil Bi0rn, 2618 N. Albany Ave., Chicago. Two paintings: Along the Coast and 
The Wake (now at Vesterheim). (Both exhibited at CNK.) 
B. 1864, Olso, N, s. Christian Ludwig and Karoline Agnete (Heyerdahl) B.; 
came to the US and Chicago in 1887; d. 1934, Chicago. M. 23 Dec. 1891, 
Sigrid Lowum, Chicago. E: the Royal Academy of Arts and Crafts and the 
Conservatory of Music; studied in Paris. Landscape painter and commercial artist. Member: Palette and Chisel Club. C: Nordmanns Forbundet, Oslo; 
Vesterheim. S: Strand, p. 280-1; Skandinaven, 2 Aug. 1934; Sparks, p. 285. 
Arne Bodholt, 104 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago. One painting: Entrance to Farm (which won the 5th prize). 
Architect, 104 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago; home: 5668 1/2 Ridge Ave. S: Polk, 1928. 
Olaf Brauner, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, NY. Two paintings: Golden Afternoon and Farm, Hedemarken, Norway (both exhibited at CNK). 
Farm was purchased by Birger Osland (Norden, p. 29). B. 9 Feb. 1869, Oslo, N, s. of wood engraver Julius and Andrea M. (Holter) B.; came to the US in 
1883; d. 3 Jan 1947, Ithaca, NY. M. 26 June 1885, Nikoline B. Berntsen of Boston. Seven children. E: Massachusetts Normal School of Art, School of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts under Frank W. Benson and Edmund C. 
Tarbell. Appointed instructor of drawing and draftsmanship at Cornell Univ. 's Sibley School of Engineering, later instructor of drawing in the School of Architecture, founder of the Dept. of Fine Arts at Cornell; Professor of Art, 
Cornell. C: Amherst College; Cornell Univ.; United Lutheran Church, Oak Park, IL; Vanderpoel Memorial Art Collection, Chicago; Vesterheim. S: The Art of Olaf M. Brauner by John Peters-Campbell (Cornell, 1983); Hof stead p. 34, WW A, Vol. 14; WWW AA. 
Nils Brondmo, 2350 N. Kedzie Blvd., Chicago. One painting: Street in Bergen (also exhibited at CNK). 
Nils is not listed in the city directory but there is an Oscar Brondmo listed. Oscar, who may be a relative, gave his occupation as salesman and lived at 2245 N. Kedzie, a block south of where Nils lived. S: Polk. 1928. 
Ingeborg Ch~istensen, Studio 21, 4 E. Ohio St., Chicago. One painting: Patty 
Steps Forth 
B. Chicago, dau. Charles C. mechanical engineer, 2944 Logan Blvd., Chicago (upon entering school at the Art Institute, Christensen gave her parents' nationality as Danish). E: Art Institute of Chicago; Sat. Juvenile Classes 1902-1903; School of the Art Institute 1908-1912, 1914-15 (graduated 1915), 1915-16; under Pauline Palmer. Painter specializing in portraits, printmaker and teacher. Member: Chicago Arts Club, Chicago Painters & Sculptors; Art Institute of Chicago Alumni Association. In 1912 lived at 2944 Logan Blvd. with parents. C: John Marshall High School, Chicago. S: Sparks, p. 329; WWW AA; records of the Registrar, School of the Art Institute of Chicago. 
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Axel J. Claesson, 610 Deming Place, Chicago. Two paintings: August Afternoon 
and October Trees. 
Artist, Continental Studios, Inc. (Painters, August Osols, pres.; Otto Osols, 
vice pres.; Alf Shuster, sec.-treas.), 108 E. Ohio, Chicago; home: 1554 N. 
Dearborn Pkwy. S: Polk, 1928. 
Gustaf Dahlstrom, 645 Kemper Pl., Chicago. Two paintings: Farmer (which won 
3rd prize) and Swedish Forest. 
Gustaf Oscar Johannes Dalstrom, b. Jan. 1893, Gotland, S, s. Jacob Oscar 
and Josephine Alb. Am. (Johansson) D.; came to US 1900 (at the age of 8) to 
an older sister. M. 1923, Frances Foy (see below). E: Art Institute of Chicago 
under George Bellows and Randall Davey; studied in Sweden, Germany, 
France and Italy ( 1927-28). Painter, muralist and printmaker. C: Art Institute 
of Chicago; Chicago public schools; Museum of Modern Art, NY; St. Joseph, 
MO, post office and city hall; Smaland Museum, Vaxjo, S; Southern Illinois 
Univ.; Union League Club, Chicago; Vanderpoel Memorial Art Collection, 
Chicago. S: APSD; Sparks, p. 350; SK, v. 2, p. 31. 
Oscar B. Erickson, 245 W. North Ave., Chicago. Three paintings: The County 
Seat, Clearing Skies, and Indian Summer. (All exhibited at CNK.) 
B. 2 Aug. 1883, Milwaukee, WI; lived in Chicago (1921-1930). E: Milwaukee 
Art League; Art Institute of Chicago; studied with John F. Carlsen, Chicago. 
Painter and engraver. Member: Brown County Arts Gallery Association, 
Palette and Chisel Club, Wisconsin Painters and Sculptors. C: Illinois State 
Museum; Vesterheim. S: CNK catalog(l921) p. 6; Sparks, p. 371; WWWAA. 
Axel Magnus Farb, 1602 S. 5th St., Rockford, IL. Four sculptures: Blacksmith & 
Wife, Old Character, Old Character, and Preacher. 
B. 3 Dec. 1864, Lommaryd Parish, S, s. Adolf Magnus Ferb and Lovisa 
Catharina Sundberg. He also participated in the 1941 Swedish Club 
exhibition where he showed two paintings titled, Old Swedish Gentleman and 
Old Swedish Lady. S: SK, v. 2, p. 189. 
E.O. Fletre, Voss, N. One painting: Nearing the Blackhills (now at Vesterheim). 
(Exhibited at CNK.) 
"Ed" Odd Fletre, b. 9 Mar. 1893, Voss, N, s. Olav and Kristina (Kvarme); 
brother of Lars ( see below); came to US ( and Chicago) ca. 1917; returned to 
Voss in 1930; d. 13 Feb. 1933, Voss. E: studied architecture in Chicago. 
C: Vesterheim. S: Interview with Helen Fletre, 28 May 1981; Vesterheim 
archives. 
Lars Fletre, 2630 N. Troy St., Chicago. Six sculptures: Male Figure: Study, A 
Vagabond, Norwegian Peasant Woman, Whoopee, Two Merrymakers and 
Play of Strength, all of which were shown at the CNK. 
B. 22 June 1904, Voss, N, s. Olav and Kristina (Kvarme) F.; brother of E. 0. 
Fletre, (see above); came to US (and Chicago) in 1923 and returned to Nin 
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1933; returned to US (and Chicago) in 1954; d. 9 Sept. 1977, Ekeley, Oslo, N 
(while on a stipend). M. 9 Sept. 1934, Helen Svensson, Odeshog, S; Helen d. 15 
Mar. 1987. Three children: Anita (b. 1940), Oddgeir (b. 1943; d. I 967), 
Valborg (b. 1949). E: Chicago Painting School, Art Institute of Chicago, 
Public sculptures at Gj0vik, Voss, Mj0fell; New Albany, IN, and Ulvik, 
Hardanger, N.C: Vesterheim. S: NK. 1, pp. 664-665;Bergens Tidende, 2July 
1984; "Lars Fletre Chronology" by Helen Fletre, typescript, 15 pp. 
Elmer A. Forsberg, 3730 Rokeby St., Chicago. Two paintings: Maja and The 
Finnish Bath (which won 6th prize). (See above; Mr. Forsberg was also an 
Honorary Chairman and a member of the Finnish committee.) 
Frances Foy, 645 Kemper Place, Chicago, IL. Two paintings: Swedish Cottage 
and Cineraria. 
Mrs. Gustaf Dahlstrom (see above), b. 11 Apr. 1890, Chicago; d. 1963, 
Chicagc. E: Art Institute of Chicago under Wellington J. Reynolds; under 
George Bellows and Randall Davey ( ca. 1919). Painter and muralist; WP A 
artist, 1940. Member: Chicago Society of Artists. C: Augustana College, 
Rock Island, IL; Chestnut St. Postal Station, Chicago; East Alton, IL and 
Gibson City, US Post Offices, IL; Illinois Wesleyan Univ. IL. S: Sparks, p. 
380; WWWAA. 
Agnes Fromen, 6016 Ellis Ave., Chicago. Three sculptures: Baby Jane, Bust of 
Mrs. Chas. S. Peterson (which won second prize) and John Sven Carlson 
Relief. (See above) 
Thomas Hall, 5727 S. Wells St., Chicago. Two watercolors: Twilight and 
Sentinels of the Woods. 
B. 23 Apr. 1883, Blekinge, S, s. Ola Bengtsson and Elna (Carlsdotter) H.; came 
to US 1901. E: Art Institute of Chicago under Frederick Freer, Wellington J. 
Reynolds and Wolcott; also under Emile Zoir. Painter. Member: Chicago 
Gallery Association, Chicago Swedish Artists, Scandinavian-American Asso-
ciation. C: Englewood High School, Chicago; Midway Masonic Temple, 
Chicago; Shimer College, Mt. Carroll, IL; Vanderpoel Memorial Art 
Collection. Chicaiw. S: APSD; Sparks, p. 414; WWW AA; SK, v.3, p. 24. Charles Edward Hallberg, 1114 N. Parkside Ave., Chicago. One painting: 
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Carl Edvard, b. 15 Jan. 1855, Vastra Frolunda, S; came to US 1882; "a sailor 
the first seventeen years of his working life"; settled in Chicago 1890; d. 7 July 
1940, Chicago. M. 1885, Amanda Josefina Olsson. Marine painter. E: Under 
Anders Zorn and Alexander Harrison. Member: Svenska Konstnarer, 
Swedish American Art Association. C: Augustana College, Rock Island, IL; 
Goteborg Museum; Nationalmuseum, Stockholm; Smaland Museum, Vaxjo, 
S; Swedish American Museum Center, Chicago; The American Swedish 
Institute, Minneapolis; Vanderpoel Memorial Art Collection, Chicago. S: 
APSD; Ernst W. Olson, p. 234-235; Hiirute, p. 122; WWW AA; SK, v. 3, pp. 24-25. 
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Carl Emil Hallsthammar, 14 71 Carmen Ave., Chicago. Six sculp
tures: The Spirit 
of the West, The Pioneer, First Day on the Road, A Glorious S
ong, An Old 
Story Told Again, and Ash-Tray (Bronze). 
B. 13 June 1894, Berg, Vastmanland, S, s. Karl Johan Andersso
n and Emma 
Kristina (Olsson). Came to US 1924, first to Jamestown, NY
 and then to 
Chicago. M. 1930, Marta Lundgren. E: Studied under Gu
nnar Pers in 
Vasteras and Anders Zorn in Mora. Author of The Art of Woo
d Sculpture. 
Member: Chicago Gallery Association, Svenska Konstnar
er, Swedish 
American Artists Association. C: Art Institute of Chicago; 
Dayton Art 
Institute; Goteborg Museum, S; Great Lakes Naval Station, W
aukegan, IL; 
Los Angeles Museum; Nationalmuseum, Stockholm; Oakland, C
A Museum; 
Smaland Museum, Vaxjo, S; State Museum of Illinois. S: Svenska
 Konstniirer, 
pp. 19-21; Sparks, p. 415-416; WWW AA; SK, v. 3, p. 33. 
Oscar J.W. Hansen, IO W. Elm St., Chicago. Three sculptures: 
Bust of Elijah P. 
Lovejoy (From the Editorial Hall of Fame), Silver Wings and B
ronze Figure 
(which won first prize). (All three pieces were at the CNK.) 
B. 12 Mar. 1892, Vesteralen, Lofoten, N; came to US at 17. M. 
(I) 1916, Eva 
Brubaker; children: Herman, Homer, Philip, Beatrice; m. (2) 
1926, Vernie 
Ethel Connelly; m. (3) 12 Mar. 1929, Mary Beatty, Dayton, OH; 
child: Oskar 
John Wedel. E: Under Rodin in Paris; Port Arthur (TX) Co
llege; North-
western Univ. (cannot be verified by Northwestern Univ. Arc
hives, 1989). 
C: Public sculptures: zodiacal bronzes and heroic figures on B
oulder Dam; 
Illinois State Museum; a bust of Joseph Medill, Northwe
stern Univ.; 
Vesterheim. Member: Palette and Chisel Club. Studio (1926): 
33 E. Huron 
St., Chicago. S: Coronet, August 1938, pp. 171-5; Nordisk Tide
nde, 23 Mar. 
1961; WWC ( 1926); WWW AA. 
Harry W. Harnquist, 2117 Charles St., Rockford, IL. Two w
atercolors: Sunlit 
Leaves and Cuban Landscape. 
Bessie Helstrom, 1435 Greenleaf Ave., Chicago. One painti
ng: Old Fashion 
Flowers. 
Also Betzy Maria Regina, b. June 1877, Vastergotland, S, dau. 
of regimental 
pastor Nils Gustaf and pianist Maria Sofia Elisabeth (Ahlstrom
) Strombom; 
sister of Agda Viker (see below); came to US in 1895. E: First in S
kara, then at 
the Fine Arts Academy, Chicago. Exhibited at Swedish Clu
b from 1912 
through 1955. Designer, Phoenix Co., Inc., furniture manufa
cturers, 1120 
Blackhawk, Chicago (Polk, 1928). S: SK, v. 5, p. 680. 
Elizabeth Willas Hetlesater, Seattle, WA. Four paintings: The
 Birchtree; At the 
Fireplace on Mysusreter, Ula; Rondane with New Snow, and 
Hay-making. 
(All exhibited at CNK.) Mrs. Hetlesater exhibited at the Norse
 Art League's 
exhibit 5-10 Dec. 1931 and at that time was living at 546 Centra
l Ave., Hyde 
Park, IL. 
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Anna Helga Hong, Northwestern Univ., Evanston, IL. Four paintings: Street of the Boat Menders, Autumn in Norway, A Farm in Norway, and Housetops in Berne, Switzerland (At the CNK exhibition Hong exhibited Autumn in Norway, Sketch, and A Farm in Norway.) 
B. 21 Feb. 1889, Monoma County, IA, dau. Engebret Nelson and Turi (Aasland Benson) Hong; d. 20 May 1984, Santa Barbara, CA. M. Dr. Norman E. Rutt (divorced). Founder, Art History Dept. Northwestern Univ. Prof. of Art, Northwestern Univ. (1929). E: Attended California School of Fine Arts, San Francisco; Iowa State Teachers College; Otis Art Institute, Los Angeles; and Sorbonne, Paris; B.F.A. degree from U. of WA (1925) and M.A. Degree from Columbia U. ( 1933). Member: American Federation of Arts, Western Art Association. Home: 2133 Ridge Ave., Evanston~ IL. Vesterheim's fine arts gallery bears the name of Anna Hong. C: Vesterheim. S: Letter to Knut Gjerset, 1 Oct. 1936; Vesterheim Newsletter, Summer/ Fall 1984, p. 8; Hofstead, p. 96; WWC (1936); WWWAA. 
Olav Iversen, Chicago. Six watercolors: Mt. Rainier, Wild Lillies, Marsh Land, Birches, Swans and Avalanche Lake (Iversen exhibited at the CNK but Avalanche Lake was not shown and Rustic Fisherman shown instead.) Also Olaf Iverson. B. 1874, Oslo, N.E: Studied in Oslo; Art Institute of Chicago evening school ( 1895-96). C: Vesterheim. S: Commercial Artist, 22 Quincy, Chicago; home: 6528 Lakewood Ave. S: Polk, 1928; CNK catalog (1921) p. 9; records, Registrar, School of the Art Institute of Chicago. 
Alfred Jansson, Chicago. One painting: Winter. 
B. 11 Dec. 1863, Kil, Varmland, S, s. Anders and Elisabeth (Jonsdotter) J.; came to US 1889; d. 4 Sept. 1931, Chicago. M. 7 Apr. 1909, Eleanor Jeanette Robertson, Chicago. E: in Stockholm, Oslo, Paris and Chicago. Landscape artist. Member: Arts Club, Chicago Painters and Sculptors Association, Chicago Society of Arts, Svenska Konstnarer, Swedish American Art Association, Swedish Club. Home and studio: 1851 Byron St., Chicago. C: Nationalmuseum, Stockholm; Smaland Museum, Vaxjo. S: Swedish American Museum Center, Chicago; APSD; Ernst W. Olson, pp. 238-239; WWC (1926); WWC (1936); Swanson, p. 24; SK, v. 3, p. 261. 
Louis P. Jensen, 7411 Yates Ave., Chicago. One painting: After the Gale. Artist. S: Polk, 1928. 
Oivind Johnsen (Johmen in catalog), 927 Fullerton Ave., Chicago. Two paintings: From Chicago Waterfront and Wood Nymphs Gathering Leaves. ( Wood Nymphs was exhibited at the CNK.) 
Arthur Monrad Johnson, 2026 Linnington Ave., Los Angeles CA. Two water colors: Painted Canyon, Colorado Desert and Head of Painted Canyon, Colorado (Exhibited at CNK.) 
B. 19 Jan. 1878, Fredrikstad, N; d. 19 July 1943, Los Angeles, CA. Taught in the Botany Dept. of the U. of California, Los Angeles from 1929 to 1943; 
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director of the UCLA Botanical Garden; author of Taxonomy of Flowering 
Plants (New York, l 931), Botany of the Seed Plants (Los Angeles, 1938). 
E: Univ. of MN; San Francisco Art Institute. S: Dawdy, v. 3, p. 231; 
Hofstead, p. 114. 
Olaf P. Kirkholm, 3036 Edgewood Ave., Chicago. One painting: Portrait. 
(Exhibited three paintings, L@vespret (Birches from Southern Norway), Quiet 
After the Storm and Portrait at CNK.) 
Arnold Ness Klagstad, 225 South 5th St., Minneapolis. One painting: A Barnyard 
Composition (Exhibited this and Still Life at the CNK.) 
B. 14 July 1898, Marinette, WI, s. August and Othelia Hansine (Ness) K. (see 
below); d. May 1954, Minneapolis, Unmarried. E: Dunwoody Institute; 
Minneapolis School of Fine Art; Fontainebleau School of Art; under J. 
Despujois; with Morris Davidson and Anthony Angarola. Joined staff of 
Klagstad Studios, Minneapolis, in 1926. Member: Attic Club; Minnesota 
Artists Association (charter member, board member, finance committee 
chairman). C: Metropolitan Museum of Art, NY; Univ. of MN; Vesterheim. 
S: Chronology by Jamie Besso; "Klagstad-Halvorsen Family History,"p. 14. 
August Klagstad, 225 S. 5th St., Minneapolis. Two paintings: Colorado Farm 
and The Alley (both exhibited at CNK.) 
B. 14 Aug. 1866, Bingen, Modum, N; came to US (and Racine, WI) in 1871; 
later moved to Manistique, MI; to Chicago 1892; to Marinette, WI 1895; to 
Minneapolis 1915; d. 7 Mar. 1949, Minneapolis. M. 28 July 1897, Marinette, 
WI, Othelia Hansine Ness of Molsnres, Troms0, N. Children: Arnold b. 14 
July 1898 (see above), Alice Leonora (Mrs. Berning), b. 5 Apr. 1903, Leslie 
Eugene, b. 3 Mar. 1906. E: Valparaiso College, Valparaiso, IN; Chicago 
Academy of Arts; Art Institute of Chicago with Wellington J. Reynolds; 
Minneapolis School of Fine Art; "various art schools in Brooklyn and 
Boston." Operated Klagstad Studios, Minneapolis. Member; Minnesota 
Artists Association. C: Bingen Kapell, Modum, N.; Minneapolis Public 
Library; St. Olaf College, Northfield, MN; Stout Institute, Menominee, WI; 
Univ. of Minn., Minneapolis; Vanderpoel Memorial Art Collection, Chicago; 
Vesterheim. S: Aarbog for Modum-Eiker Laget (1933); N.N. Ronning's 
"August Klagstad, Artist" in The Friend (Oct. 1935, p. 20); WWWAA; 
chronology by Jamie Besso. 
Matthew Krag, 2650 N. Hamlin Ave., Chicago. One painting: In the Forest 
Preserve (exhibited at the CNK). 
Engineer, Chicago Planning Commission, 208 W. Washington, Room 2200 
(James Simpson, chairman, S. Taylor, manager); home: 3651 Wrightwood, 
Chicago. S: Polk, 1928. 
Fred T. Larson, 2935 N. Whipple St., Chicago. Five paintings: Lower Canal, 
Golden Valley, The Yellow Vase, Gossip's Corner-Watercolor, and Boat 
Yard-Watercolor. (All were shown at the CNK.) 
B. 19 Apr. 1868, Chicago; d. 3 Nov. 1944, Chicago, at the age of 76. E: Art 
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Institute of Chicago. Survived by two daughters, Mrs. Martha Pillman and Florence. Founder of the Palette and Chisel Club. Painter and printmaker. C: Vanderpoel Memorial Art Collection, Chicago; Vesterheim. S: Chicago Tribune, 4 Nov. 1944; Sparks, p. 485; WWWAA. 
Jonas Lie, N~w York. Three paintings: Morning Light, Indian Summer and Deserted. 
B. 29 Apr. 1880, Moss, N, s. Sverre and Augusta (Steele) L.; nephew of the well-known author of the same name; came to US at the age of 13; d. IO Jan. 1940. M. 1916, Inga Sentum. (1890-1925). Dau. Sonja, b. 17 Aug. 1917; d. 6 Mar. 1975; m. Ambassador Knut Thommessen. E: Ethical Culture School, NY, National Academy of Design, Art Students League, NY; National Academy of Art (pres.). C: Art Institute of Chicago; Brooklyn Museum; Carnegie Institute; Corcoran Gallery; Detroit Institute; Luxembourg Museum, Paris; Metropolitan Museum, NY; Minneapolis Institute of Art; US Military Academy, West Point, NY; Vesterheim. S: Magazine of Art, 33:2: 119-20 (Feb. 1940); WWA vol. 14; Swanson, p. 25; Nordisk Tidende, 14 July 1927; NK, vol. 2, pp. 752-3; WWW AA; Hvem er hvem (1979, p. 640). 
Carl T. Linden, 305 Sigel St., Chicago, IL. Two paintings: Rowboats and Edge of the Forest Preserve (Not to be confused with Carl Olof Eric Lindin, Woodstock, NY.) 
Exhibited at Swedish Club 1941, 1961 and 1964. Also lived in Bensenville, IL. Commercial artist. 239 E. 113th St., Chicago (Polk, 1928). 
Oscar M. Lumby, 4846 West Belden Ave., Chicago. One painting: Sylvia. (Sylvia and A Hillside Park were shown at the CNK.) 
B. 15 Mar. 1878, N: d. 12 Dec. 1961, Chicago, interment Mt. Olive Cemetery, Chicago. M. Christine (d. 1950, 72 years old). E: Art Institute of Chicago; the Smith Art Academy; the Academy of Fine Arts, Chicago. Member: Palette and Chisel Club. C: Illinois State Museum; Vesterheim. S: Chicago Tribune, Thursday, 15 Dec. 1961; records of Mt. Olive Cemetery. 
Martin Lundgren, 5242 N. Bernard St., Chicago, IL. One painting: In Virginia. B. 21 June 1871, Horup, Kristianstad Ian, S, s. carpenter Jons and Karna 
(Svensdotter) L; came to US 1893. Md. Two daughters: Linnea and Harriet L. (now living in the family home at 5242 N. Bernard). E: Art Institute of Chicago and with Louis Betts. Member: Illinois Academy of Fine Arts, Palette and Chisel Club, Svenska Konstnarer, Swedish Club. Worked as a painter (member, Local 194), at Marshall Fields, Florsheim. C: Frescoes in Ohio state Capitol, Columbus, OH; Smaland Museum, Vaxjo, S; Swedish American Museum Center, Chicago. S: APSD: S: Polk, 1928; WWW AA; SK, v. 4, p. 23; Dorothy Vann, letter, 13 Apr. 1989. 
Leon Lundmark, Chicago. Two paintings: Early Morn (which won first prize) and Grey Day. 
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moved to CA 1937; d. 2 May 1942, Glendale, CA. M. (
I) ca. 1906, Henrietta 
Lenmark, (2) Ruby Wood, Indianapolis, IN, and (3)
 Edith Olsson. Two 
dau: Dorothy and Eleanore. E: Tekniska skolan and
 at Berg's Academy, 
Stockholm. Worked as a painter and decorator in Stoc
kholm before coming 
to US; "paints mostly marine subjects." Home and studio
 ( 1926): l 031 E. 45th 
St., Chicago. C: · Augustana College, Rock Island, IL
; Smaland Museum, 
Vaxjo, S; The American Swedish Institute, Minneapolis
. S: WWC 1926); The 
American Swedish Monthly. 36: 6, 19 (June 1942); Swan
son, p. 30; Hi:irute, p. 
126; WWW AA; SK, v. 4, p. 28. 
Einar Lundquist, 80 l Buckbee Street, Rockford, IL. T
hree paintings: A Sunny 
Day on the Wharves-Watercolor, In the Kitchen, and Loa
ding Ice- Watercolor 
(which; won second prize). 
B. 4 Aug. 190 l, Skovde, S.E: Pennsylvania Academy
 of Fine Arts, Phila-
delphia; studied with S. Garber; Art Institute of Chicago
. Member: American 
Artists Professional League, Swedish American Artists A
ssociation. WWW A; 
SK, V. 4, p. 32. 
O.H. Lundquist, 1439 N. Clark St., Chicago. Two pa
intints: River Scene and 
Snug Harbor. 
Exhibited at the Swedish Club in 1928 and 1934. 
Henry Elis Mattson, Woodstock, New York. One paintin
g: Flowers in Romanian 
Jug (which won eighth prize.) 
B. 7 Aug. 1887 in Goteborg, S, s. John Emil and Aug
usta (Petersson) M.; 
came to US 1906; returned to S; returned to Chicago 1
913-1915; d. 1971. M. 
1924 Daphne Sawyer. E: School of Worcester Art Muse
um; attended John F. 
Carlson's classes at the W oodscape School of Landsca
pe Painting in 1916; 
School of Landscape Painting of the Art Student's
 League of NY. C: 
Augustana College, Rock Island, IL; Corcoran Galler
y, Washington, DC; 
Metropolitan Museum, NY; Whitney Museum of 
American Art, NY; 
Worcester Museum of Art, MA; Member: American
 Society of Painters, 
Sculptors and Engravers. S: APSD; Ernst W. Olson, p.
 241; Swanson, p. 26; 
SK, V. 4, p. 103. 
Christian M. S. Midj0, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, NY. F
our paintings: A Tuscan 
Fisherman, On the Circus Ground, The Summer Cloud
 and A Hillside. (The 
first three were shown at the CNK.) 
Christian Marinius Susseg Midj0, b. 8 Apr. 1880, Trond
heim, N, s. Niels and 
Ingeborg M.; came to US (Chicago) in 1906; returned t
o Trondheim 1961; d. 
29 Dec. 1973, Trondheim. M. 1921 Alcinda Cummings, 
Ithaca, NY (divorced) 
(d. 1983). E: Tekniske Dekorationsskole; Det Kong
elige Kunstakademi; 
Professor Tuxen's school for young artists, Copenhagen
, 1898-1905; pupil of 
P.S. Kroyer "and other well-known Danish painters." A
t Cornell from 1909-
1946; Professor of Fine Arts, College of Archictecture, C
ornell Univ., Ithaca, 
NY. 1921-1946. C: Cornell Univ., Ithaca, NY; Boys To
wn, NE. A portrait of 
Midj0 by Olaf Brauner (see above) is at Vesterheim. S: 
Hofstead, p. 153-154; 
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Graff, p. 36; Memorial Statements, Cornell University Faculty, 1974-75, pp. 26-28; Through Norwegian Eyes; Paintings by Christian Midjo 1880-1973, [p. 7]. 
Martin Moe, Chicago. Three paintings: Early Snow, Viking Ship and Moonlight on Lake Geneva. (At the CNK Moe showed Early Snow and Viking Ship.) Martin Moe lived at the home of Waldo Moe, 3723 N. Lawndale. S: Polk, 1928. 
Aage Moll, 142 Freeman St., Hartford, CT. One painting;Entrance to the Forest B. 9 Feb. 1877, Ribe, DK. E: Studied with C.N. Flagg; J.G. McManus. Member: Connecticut Academy of Fine Arts, Salmagundi Club, Scandinavian-American Artists. S: WWWW AA. 
Syvert Thompson Mosby, 718 Waveland Ave., Chicago. One painting: After the Storm (also shown at the CNK). 
Also just Syvert Thompson. S: Polk, 1928. 
Einar Mundt, 2423 N. Mozart St., Chicago. Two paintings: Early Spring, Glen Elyn, Ill and Near Baileys Harbor, Wisconsin. 
Had a brother named Aage (living at 3720 Greenview Ave., Chicago). Left Chicago "for the east" in 1938. M. Agnete, a fine operatic soprano who sang in roles in the Chicago Danish Colony theater. Child: Richard "who went to Germany for singing lessons and made something of himself." Member: Dania. S: Mose, p. 60; interview with Grethe Knudsen Bichel, River Forest, IL, 18 Mar. 1989; Polk, 1928. 
Leif Lund Nielsen, 6130 N. Paulina St., Chicago. Two paintings: Sunday at the River and The High School Boy (pastel). (Both were shown at the CNK.) B. 1 Apr. 1895, Oslo, N. M. in 1944. E: Oslo Tech. Col., (1914-19); Beaux Arts; Stanford Univ.; Art Institute of Chicago; Univ. of CA, Extension Course (Eng. & Design.) With Rapp & Rapp, Chicago (1922-31); artist (1931-34); designer, Jorgensen & Delchman, Architects (1934-41 ); in govern-ment service (1941-47). In 1928; Architect, home: 1252 Norwood (Polk, 1928); in 1955: firm Leif L. Nielsen; office and home: 15 Nace Ave., Piedmont, CA. Member: American Institute of Architects; City Planning Comm. (Chairman, 1955). Principal works: Trinity Luth. Church, Faith American ~uth. Church, 5th Ave. Shopping Center, all in Redwood City, CA; Grace Luth. Church, Modesto, CA. S: American Architects Directory ( 1955, p. 405). 
William Nyegaard, 4019 S. Rockwell St., Chicago. Two watercolors: Bass Lake and Basket of Flowers. 
Painter. S: Polk, 1928. 
Anna Schiotz Nygaard, 716 Maryland St., Gary, IN. Two paintings: Wood Interior and Wood Interior. (One was exhibited at the CNK.) B. Stavanger, N. M. Rasmus Nygaard, Gary, IN. Two children: Lillian, 
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George. E: Saugatuck, Ml, summer school of painting (Oxbow
). Interview 
with Vera Beutlich, l May 1980. 
Carl Nyquist, 3569 Cottage Ave., Chicago. Four paintings: 
St. Anne, "Pino" 
Corsica, Place de La Terte (which won fourth prize), and The O
ld Well. 
Carl Olderen, 4821 Third Ave., Minneapolis. One painting: M
ill in Winter (also 
shown at the CNK). 
B. 17 Oct. 1879, Troms0, N. E: At home before coming to U
S; two years 
interior decorating training at Dunwoody Institute; "some dra
wing" at the 
Minneapolis School of Fine Arts. S: 1921 CNK catalog (p. 9). 
Carl Olsen, 5219 N. St. Louis Ave., Chicago. One painting: Pe
onies. 
Also Olsen, b. 18 June 1893, Vannas, S.E: Art Institute of Ch
icago; under 
George Obertcuffer, Charles Schroeder, Frederick Poole, W
ellington J. 
Reynolds, Deforest Schook and Elmer Forsberg. Member
: All-Illinois 
Society of Fine Artists, Illinois Academy of Fine Art, Svenska
 Konstnarer, 
Swedish American Art Association. C: Aurora, WI Free Chu
rch; Albany 
Park Lutheran Church, Chicago; Goteborg, S: Utlandssven
ska Museet, 
Goteborg, S; Illinois State Museum Collection. S: Sparks, p. 537
; WWW AA. 
Dr. Oscar J. Olsen, 1525 N. Rockwell St., Chicago. One painting
: Early Snowfall 
(now at Vesterheim). (This was shown at the CNK.) 
B. I Sept. 1906, Chicago; s. Oscar C. Olsen ( of Norwegian back
ground) and 
Jennie Catherine Andersen ("of Danish extraction"). M. 1931 Si
grid Carlson, 
Waukegan, IL. Two children: Robert, Katherine. Home (19
89): 1400 S. 
Washington Ave., Park Ridge, IL. E: Tuley High School, Chic
ago; Chicago 
College of Dental Surgery (Loyola) ( 1929); self-taught as an arti
st: "only one 
lesson from Srether-Werlien and that didn't amount to a
nything." C: 
Vesterheim. Interview with the artist, 11 Mar. 1980; Vinland, 2
4 Apr. 1980. 
Adolf A. Opstad, 4 E. Ohio St., Chicago. Five paintings
: Midnight Sun, 
Norway-Watercolor, From the Terrace at Meudon-Waterco
lor, Summer 
Night near TromsftJ, Red Tulips, and Yellow Tulips. (All were 
shown at the 
CNK.) Artist. S: Polk, 1928. 
Karl Ouren, 1933 Humboldt Blvd., Chicago. One painting: Fis
hers Coming into 
Svolvcer Harbor. (Three paintings: this one; Kjose, Mountain F
armhouses in 
Melda!, Norway; and Winter Day at Engan in Ork/and, Norway
, were shown 
at the CNK.) 
B. 5 Feb. 1882, Halden, N, s. Markus Einar Andreas and Helga P
etronelle O.; 
came to the US in 1907; d. 1943, Chicago. M. 29 May 1915, Karen
 Stubban of 
Orkland, N. One dau.: Helen (lngebrigtsen). E: "Began his a
rt studies in 
Trondheim"; from 1900 to 1902 in Copenhagen at Det Tekni
ske Selskaps 
Skole; Chicago Institute of Fine Arts and the Art Institute of C
hicago from 
1911 to 1914; studied under Antonin Sterba. Painter specializing i
n landscapes; 
also a housepainter and decorator. Member: American Artists
 Professional 
League, Palette and Chisel Club. C: Hackley Gallery, Muskegon
, Ml; Illinois 
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State Museum; Joliet Public Library, Joliet, IL; Larvik Kunst Forening, N; Milwaukee Art Institute; Vesterheim. S: WWC(l926) p. 745; WWC(l941) p. 637; Viking, 7 Jan. 1943; Sparks, p. 541; Divided Heart, p. 31; FFtoP, p. B21; WWWAA. 
Helen Knudsen Pearce, Chicago. Three paintings: A Ukrainian Girl, Sketch of John and Still Life (all were shown at the CNK). 
Andreas Pedersen, Minneapolis. One painting: From Cedar Lake (also shown at the CNK). 
B. Kristiandsand, N; came to US "about 40 years ago" (1930) d. 1930, Minneapolis, "63 years old." M. Dorothy. Two dau.: Mrs. Jenny Hansen and Miss Astri Pedersen; a son Henry. E: "Some in Norway and some at the Academy in Copenhagen." Painter of altar paintings. Home: 3429 20th Ave. S., Minneapolis. S: Clipping from the archives of the NAHA dated 8 Oct. 1930. 
Thor Pedersen, 1941 Humboldt Blvd., Chicago. Two pen and ink drawings; From Humboldt Park and Boathouse, Humboldt Park (both shown at the CNK). 
Earl Harvey Peterson, 1733 N. Talman Ave., Chicago. One painting: Landscape from Wisconsin. 
Exhibit-ed at the Swedish Club in 1928. Home: 1159 Eddy, Chicago. S: Polk, 1928. 
Mary C. Peterson, 4449 N. Albany Ave., Chicago. Two paintings: _Full Bloom and Misty Morning. 
Member: Svenska Konstnarer. C: Swedish American Museum Center, Chicago. Artist. S: Polk, 1928. 
Carl Ringius, 62 Vernon St., Hartford, Conn. Two paintings: In the Harbor and A Gloucester Street (which won seventh prize). 
B. 3 Dec. 1879, Bastad, S; d. 15 Feb. 1950, US. E: At a technical school and later at the School of Art of Lund Univ.; the Cultural Historical Museum, Lund; with Charles Noel Flagg and Robert B. Grandegee. Landscape and seascape artist. Member: American Artists' Professional League, Art League, Chicago Art Guild, Connecticut Academy of Fine Arts (founder, secretary and director), Gloucester Society of Artists, Illinois Academy of Fine Arts, North Shore Arts Association, Gloucester, MA, Provincetown Art Association, Salmagundi Club, Scandinavian-American Artists, NY, Society of Graphic Art, Stockholm, Swedish American Art Association. C: Illinois State Museum; Smaland Museum, Vaxjo, S; Utlandssvenska Museet, Goteborg, S: Vanderpoel Memorial Art Collection, Chicago. S: The American Swedish Monthly, 28: 9,287 (Sept. 1934); The American Swedish Monthly, 10: 5, 18 Oct. 1941); WWWAA. 
Herbert Rosengren, 1617 6th St., Rockford, IL, Two watercolors: Sunlit Wood and Portrait of a Hobo. 
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B. 8 Dec. 1908, Kewanee, IL, "descended from a long lin
e of potters in 
Sweden." Later lived in Ottumwa and Cedar Rapids, 
IA." In 1938 he 
reported: "Present work is confined to industrial desi
gn, streamlining 
machines of all types." Exhibited watercolors, etching
s and sculpture. 
Member: Iowa Art Club, Rockford Art Association. C
: P.W.A. mural, 
Roosevelt Jr. H.S., Rockford. S: WWW AA; Iowa Artists,
 p. 179. 
Torey Ross, 2934 N. Whipple St., Chicago. One painting: 
A Charming Lassie. 
B. 1875, Goteborg, S; came to US 1889. E: Art Institute of
 Chicago, Palette 
and Chisel Club. C: Smaland Museum, Vaxjo, S; Vanderp
oel Memorial Art 
Association, Chicago. S: APSD, SK, v. 4, p. 538. 
Birger Sandzen, Lindsborg, KS. Two paintings: The Old
 Farm and Autumn 
Gold. 
Sven Birger, b. 5 Feb. 1871, Blidsberg, Vastergotland, S, s
. John Petter and 
Clara Carolina Elisabeth (Sylven) S; came to US 1894; 
d. 19 June 1954, 
Lindsborg, KS. M. 1900 Augusta Alfrida (Frida) Leksell, "of
 Swedish parents 
in Iowa." Teacher, Bethany College, Lindsborg. E: Under
 Anders Zorn and 
Richard Bergh at the school of the Artists Federation in Stoc
kholm and under 
Aman-Jean in Paris. Member: American Watercolor Soc
iety of NY, Cali-
fornia Watercolor Society, Philadelphia Watercolor Clu
b, Prairie Print-
makers. C: Augustana College, Rock Island, IL; Biblio
theque National, 
Paris; British Museum, London; Goteborgs Konstmuseu
m, S: National-
museum, Stockholm; Nordiska Museet, S; Smaland Mu
seum, Vaxjo, S; 
Swedish-American Historical Society, Chicago; Swedish A
merican Museum 
Center, Chicago; The American Swedish Institute, Minnea
polis; Yale Univ. 
Art Gallery, New Haven, CT; Vanderpoel Memorial Art Co
llection, Chicago. 
A gallery at Bethany College, Lindsborg, KS, is named fo
r him. S: APSD; 
Ernst W. Olson, p. 230; The American Swedish Monthly
. 31:1: 7-9 (Jan. 
1937); The American Swedish Monthly, 51:8,9-12 (Aug. 19
57); Swanson, p. 
33. Hiirute., p. 132; WWW AA; SK, v. 5, pp. 47-48. 
Ole Sannem, 1638 N. Wells St., Chicago. Two painting
s: September Day in 
Norway and Shanty by the Old River. (Both were shown a
t the CNK.) 
B. 4 Nov. 1861, Troms0, N; d. IO Oct. 1946, Chicag
o. Unmarried. 
C: Vesterheim. S: Interview with Josefa Hansen Andersen
, Chicago, 1 Sept. 
1979; Mt. Olive Cemetery, Chicago, records; Josefa H. And
ersen: interview 
with Sannem relatives, Dorothy Sannem Nelson and Ri
chard Sannem, 1 
Sept. 1984. 
Emile A. Schou, 419 Espanola-Way, Miami, FL. Three pai
ntings: Composition, 
Little River and Colored Boy. 
Sigurd Schou. (The catalog noted he was deceased.) Two
 paintings: The Jade 
Kimono and Fishing Harbor in Brittany. 
Also Skou, b. 1876, Oslo, N; s. "of an accomplished musicia
n who was a good 
friend of Edvard Grieg"; father was also a baker; Anders Zo
rn was a friend of 
the family; came to US "early in the century" and to Chicago
 in 1918 where he 
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supported himself as a magazine illustrator; d. 19 Oct. 1929, Paris. M. His widow survived him. E: Student of Anders Zorn in Stockholm and Christian Krogh in Paris. Member: Allied Artists of America, NY, American Water Color Society, Palette and Chisel Club, Salmagundi Club, Water Color Club. C: Vesterheim. S: CNKcatalog(l92l)p.12;Art News,28: 14.(18Jan.1930); Norden, 1: 12, 22. (Nov. 1929); Swanson, p. 54; Skandinaven, 22 Oct. 1929, p. 12. 
Sverre Sieverts, 2311 26th Ave. So., Minneapolis. Two paintings: Squaw Creek (Black Hills) and September Day at St. Marys Lake. (Both were shown at the CNK.) 
B. N; came to US ca. 1908; moved to Minneapolis; d. after 1947. M. Marie Knudsen, b. 1878, Savanger, N; d. Jan. 1947, Minneapolis. E: Studied painting under Halvdan Strnm and Knut Bergslien at the Kunstakademi, Oslo; studied in Berlin and Leipzig, Copenhagen and Bergen; "at a school of art in Chicago." Commercial artist who did illustrations for publications of the Univ. of MN, the journal, Juli Vesterheim, and other magazines; also worked at the Univ. of MN as an x-ray operator in the Medical School ( 1930) and later as a photographer in the Medical School (after 1930 and before 1941). C: Univ. of MN; Vesterheim. S: "En kjent Kunstner," Decorah-Posten, 6 Feb. 1947; "Fru Marie Sieverts," Minneapolis Posten, 7 Feb. 1947; the Knut Gjerset file, NAHA Archives, Northfield, MN; University Archives, Univ. of MN. 
S.I. Sigfus, 2449 Le Claire Ave., Chicago. Two paintings: Among the Rocks and Quiet Evening. 
B. N. E: Studied painting under Halvden· Strnm and Knut Bergslien, Oslo, N; studied in Germany; "about 1908 he spent some time at a school of art in Chicago." Landscape painter. Also exhibited at the Swedish Club in 1946 and 1947. Member: Svenska Konstnarer. S: Minneapolis Tidende, 16 Dec. 1920. 
Oscar Sjogren, 213 N. 22nd Ave. W., Duluth, MN. Two sculptures: Homefrom Work and Peasant Wedding (now at the St. Louis County Historical Society, Duluth, MN). 
Josef Oskar, b. 13 Sept. 1883, near Emmaboda, Smaland, S, s. of cabinetmaker Johannes August and Emma Kristina S.; came to US (and WI) in 1922 and eventually settled in Duluth, MN; d. 31 Aug. 1964. M. Anna; one dau: Astrid (Mrs. Campbell Van De Wege). E: Special training in woodworking from his father; Hermod Tekniska Institute, Malmo, S. Commercial artist. Carved over 600 wood figures. C: Depot Museum, Duluth, MN; The American Swedish Institute, Minneapolis. S: De Wege and Campbell, "Oscar Sjogren Wood-carver." 
Yngvar Sonnichsen, Seattle, WA. Two paintings: Karen (Study of a Girls Head) and Fruit Piece. (Both were shown at the CNK.) B. 9 Mar. 1873, Oslo, N, s. S0nke Postimus (a minister of Dutch extraction in the state church of N) and Inga Mathea (Gran) of Larvik. S.; came to Canada 
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1904; to Seattle 1908; d. 1938. M. 28 Aug. 1908, Agnes Gunh
ilde Anderson of 
Larvik, N, Montreal, Canada (d. 1913). E: Graduate of Po
lytechnic School, 
Oslo ( 1894); studied at the Royal Academy; in Antwerp and
 Brussels; in Paris 
at Academy Julien under Bouguereau and Constant. Pai
nter of portraits, 
landscapes (especially southeast Alaska) and mural decorat
ions. Home: 520 
13th Ave. N., Seattle, WA. Member: American Federat
ion of Arts, Art 
Institute of Seattle, Artists Federal Club of Oslo, Seattle F
ine Arts Society. 
C: Vanderpoel Memorial Art Collection, Chicago; Vesterh
eim. S: Decorah-
Posten, 17 Apr. 1925; Dawdy, v. I, p. 218. S: WWA Vol
. 14; WWWAA; 
Norway in America, p. 67. 
M.C. Stensen, Pipestone, MN. Three paintings: Winter Sce
ne, The First Snowfall 
and Still Life. ( Winter Scene and another painting, Summer
 Day, were shown 
at the CNK.) Lars Fletre noted in his personal copy of the C
NK catalog that 
Winter Scene was sold at that exhibition. 
B. 1870, N. Member: East Bay Art Association, Oakland, C
A. S: Dawdy, v. 
2, p. 279. There is a W.C. Stensen in WWW AA . . 
Carl J. Strand, 2220 E. 34th St., Kansas City, MO. Five wa
tercolors: Dry River 
Bed, Brush Creek, Wildflowers on the Mesa (Colorado), T
he Old Gold Mine 
(Colorado) and An Abandoned Gold Mine (Colorado). 
(All were at the 
CNK.) 
B. 1887, Trondheim; came to US (and the Midwest) at ag
e 14. E: Chicago 
Academy of Fine Arts (1916-18); under Lebrun Jenkins in 
St. Louis; Kansas 
City Art Institute under Willomsky, Ivan Sommers, Archi
bald Murray and 
Elliot O'Hara. Member: Art and Craft Club, Brooklyn. C
: Vesterheim. S: 
Undated clipping from the archives of The NAHA. 
Carl Edgar Swenson, 2117 Charles St., Rockford, IL. T
wo paintings: Early 
November and Approaching Rain. 
B. 20 Oct. 1897, Fairdale, IL. Member: Rockford Art Asso
ciation. Assistant 
Art Director, H.H. Monk and Assoc., Rockford, IL(l940). 
Active in Swedish 
Club exhibitions as late as 1959. S: WWW AA. 
Elling Tronnes, IL. Four paintings: Still Life, A Pitcher
 with Flowers, Santa 
Maria Della Salute and Flowers. (All were at the CNK.) 
B. 4 Sept. 1870, R0ros, N; came to Chicago 1893 to wor
k as a landscape 
architect on the Norwegian exhibit at the Columbian Expo
sition; d. 22 Oct. 
1965, Evanston, IL. M. Kirsti (b. 1874; d. 1957). Two sons, 
Olaf, Karl Erling. 
E: Royal Norwegian Art and Handicraft School, Oslo; 
self-taught as a 
painter. Commercial artist. Home: 10 I 8 Oakton St., E
vanston, IL. C: 
Vesterheim. S: CNK catalog (1921) p. 9; FFtoP, p. B27; rec
ords of Memorial 
Park Cemetery, Evanston. 
Agda Viker, 1451 Greenleaf Ave., Chicago. One entry: Ske
tch, November Day. 
Agda Elin Viktoria, b. 26 Jan. 1883, Husaby, Vastergo
tland, S, dau. of 
regimental pastor Nils Gustaf and pianist Maria Sofia Eli
sabet (Ahlstrom) 
Strombom; sister to artist Bessie Helstrom (see above); cam
e to US 1900. M. 
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1910, Guttorm Aabel Viker, architect. E: Art Institute of Chicago with Wellington J. Reynolds, Frederick Poole, and F.F. Fursman. Active in Swedish Club exhibits through 1957. S: Polk, 1928; SK, v. 5, p. 680. 
Edna Vognild, 231 E. Superior St., Chicago, IL. Three paintings: Youth, The White Sail and Autumn in Michigan (Youth and The White Sail were at the CNK.) 
Also "Ted," b. 23 Nov. 1881. M. Enoch Vognild, also a painter. E: Art Institute of Chicago; with Charles W. Hawthorne, J. Johansen, H.B. Snell; Academy Colarossi; Bileul Academy, Paris. Member: All-Illinois Society of Fine Artists, Northwest Art League. S: CNK catalog (1921) p. 5; WWW AA. 
Carl Efraim Wallin, 7716 Calumet Ave., Chicago. Two paintings: Night Fantasy and Earth Bound. 
B. 22 Mar. 1879, Varby, 6. Husby Parish, 6stergotland, S, s. carpenter Alexander and Inga Helena (Larsdotter) W.; came to US 1902. M. 1907, Hilma Hogberg. E: Reed's School of Art, Denver; Art Institute of Chicago; Rome ( 1954). Portrait and rural painter. Member: All-Illinois Society of Fine Artists, Chicago Artists Association, Svenska Konstnarer. C: Utlandssvenska Museet, Goteborg; St. Adelbert's Church, Whiting, IN; Swedish American Museum Center, Chicago. S: APSD; Sparks, p. 658; WWW AA; SK, v. 5, p. 577. 
Gunnar Wareberg, c/ o Mrs. C. Hanson, 3345 Argyle St., Chicago. Two wood engravings: Naust (Boathouse) and The Monk Church. 
Ruth L. Wilkinson, 317 Physics Bldg., Iowa City, IA. Two paintings: Girl in Costume, and Still Life-Yellow Tulips. (Both were shown at the CNK.) B. 18 May 1902, Des Moines, IA. E: Cumming School of Art; studied at Provincetown, MA with Charles W. Hawthorne; worked with artists at the Louis C. Tiffany Foundation, Oyster Bay. Instructor of drawing and painting in the Dept. of Graphic and Plastic Arts, Univ. of IA, Iowa City, IA, 1924-1939. C: Iowa Memorial Union, Iowa City, IA. S: Ness and Orwig, p. 221; Rogers, letter, Feb. 10, 1989; WWWAA. 
John Severin Wittrup, 934 Leland Ave., Chicago. Four paintings: The Shipyard, Rockport, Mass.; Rocks and Ocean, Rockport, Mass.; Granite Hills, Rockport, Mass.; and Towards the Sea. (All were shown at the CNK.) 
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Also Whittrup, b. Mar. 1872, near Stavanger, N; came to Chicago "as a young man"; to NY in 1925 (?); in 1930 it was reported he had lived in South Africa for 7 years. E: Studied under Lars Haukaness, W. Clute, C. Bothwood; Art Institute of Chicago. Member: Artists Guild, Palette and Chisel Club, Society for Sanity in Art, Svenska Konstnarer; C: Brooklyn Museum; Vesterheim. S: CNK catalog (1921) p. 11; Nordisk Tidende, 14 July 1927; Die Suiderstem (Cape Town), 8 Dec. 1930; WWW AA. 
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Lane, Kerstin. "Paintings in the Swedish American Museum Center, Chi
cago, 13 Oct. 1988." Manuscript. I leaf. 
Maurer, Sherry Case, Curator of Collections, Augustana College, Rock 
Island, IL. Telephone interview about the 
holdings of Augustana College, Friday, IO Feb. 1989. 
Mose, H. Einar. Dania Society of Chicago, The Centennial History 1862-
1962. (Chicago, 1962) 84 pp. 
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" Typescript, Chicago, 1927. 114 pp. 
Nikander, Werner. ed. Amerikan Suomalaisia: Muotokuvia ja Lyhyiti
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(Hancock, MI 1927). 
NK: Norsk Kunstnerleksikon. (Oslo, 1982- 1986). 4 vols. 
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Norn·ay in America; Four exhibitions invited from Vesterheimfor showing in Hamar/ Lil/ehammer/ Gjovik/ May 13-August 27, 1989. (Decorah, IA) 108 pp. 
Olson, Ernst W., "Svensk Konst i Amerika," in Svenskarna i Amerika, Vol. 2. (Stockholm, 1925) pp. 226-249. Polk's Chicago (Jllinois) City Directory Vol. /928-1929 LXXJJ. (Chicago, 1928) 3565 pp. 
Prietto, Carole, Assistant, Univ. Archives , Univ. of CA, Los Angeles. Letter regarding Arthur Monrad Johnson, 24 Feb. 1989. 
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SK: Svenskt Konstniirslexikon. (Malmo, S, ·1952-1967). Vols. 1-V. 
Sparks, Esther. A Biographical Dictionary of Painters and Sculptors in lllinois 1808-1945. (Evanston, 1971) 729 pp. Strand, Algot E. A History of the Norwegians of Jllinois. (Chicago, 1905) 560 pp. 
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Through Norwegian Eyes; Paintings by Christian Midjo 1880-/973 / Organized by Sharon L. Lindahl/ May 29 to July 11, 1986/ Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art / Cornell University/ Ithaca, New York. (Ithaca, 1986) n.p. 
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WWA (1936-1937): Who's Who in America. Vol. 19, 1936-1937. (Chicago 1936) 2878 pp. 
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WWC (1926): Who's Who in Chicago. (Chicago, 1926) 969 pp. 
WWC (1941): Who's Who in Chicago. (Chicago, 1941) 931 pp. 
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WWW AA (1985): Who Was Who in American Art. Ed. by Peter Hastings Falk (Madison, CT. 1985) 698 pp. Wickman, Gunnar. "Direktor Chas. S. Petersons konstdonation till Vaxjo Museum; Ett 30-tal svensk-amerikanska konstverk till hemlandet," in Nordstjernan (NY) 31 Jan. 1935. 
Younghans, Sherry Butcher, Curator of Collections, The American Swedish Institute, Minneapolis, MN. Telephone interview, Monday, 13 Feb. 1989, and letter 14 Feb. 1989, about the art holdings of the Institute and the exhibition of work by Oscar Sjogren. 
1Besides thanking those individuals who are listed as sources in the footnotes and the bibliography, I also want to thank Josefa and Harry Andersen, Chicago, for checking their files on Scandinavian artists; John Babe of the Mt. Olive Cemetery staff for information on Oscar Lum by and his family; Ruth Hanold Crane and Lloyd Hustvedt for verifying biographical data in the Norwegian-American Historical Association Archives, Northfield, MN; Charles Fineman, Northwestern University Library, for his help with Finnish entries; Eileen Forsberg, La Blanca TX, for material on her father-in-law, Elmer Forsberg; Timo A. Haikonen, Trade Commissioner, the Consulate of Finland, Chicago, for the loan of Arra's The Finns in lllinois; Mary Mcisaac, Registrar, Art Institute of Chicago, for information on Ingeborg Christensen; and Ron Sims for verifying the existence of the Frances Foy painting in the East Alton, IL, post office. Rudolf Jensen, the Danish Immigrant Archives, Des Moines, IA, Bob Michaelson, Northwestern's Science and Engineering Library, Evanston, IL; and Kermit Westerberg, the Swenson Swedish Immigration Center, Rock Island, IL, checked their holdings. I am grateful to Mary T. Swanson, James M. Erickson and Nils William Olsson for going over the manuscript. 
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XXVIII. Anders Tejler 
(Submitted by Anders Tejler, 11450 North Shore Drive, Apt. 616
, Reston, VA 
22090). 
I. TEJLER, Anders, b. Philadelphia 13 April 1920; changed su
rname from Taylor to 
Tejler 14 May 1945; m. Baltimore, MD 18 July 1944 Elvira Yvo
nne Ernst, b. Koln, 
Germany 16 Aug. 1920. 
I. 2. LINDSJO, Anders Henning, b. Eda, Kroppa Parish (Viirm






















U.S. 23 July 1901 aboard the SS Etruria; changed surname from L
indsjo to Taylor, a 
phonetic variant of his mother's maiden name; d. 5 Jan. 1959 and bur. 
Morgantown, 
WV; m. Springfield, MA 26 Dec. 1908 
LARSSON, Elin Cecilia, b. Killerod, Borringe Parish (Malm.) 28 S
ept. 1880; emigr. to 
the U.S. 27 Jan. 1905, also on board the SS Etruria; d. 2
0 Jan. 1954; bur. 
Morgantown, WV. 
OLSSON, Anders, b. Lindhojden, Kroppa Parish 3 Oct. 1839; a
dopted surname of 
Lindsjo prior to 1871, to avoid confusion with other Olssons in par
ish; d. 9 June 1899; 
m. 
TEJLER, Anna Charlotta, b. Johannesholm, Venjan Parish (Kopp
.) 25 Oct. 1846; d. 30 
Dec. 1897. 
PERSSON, Lars, b. Nyvang, Giirdslov Parish (Malm.) 10 Nov
. 1848; leaseholder 
(arrendator); d. 12 Aug. 1905; m. 
OLAUSDOTTER, Boe!, b. Igelsjo, Gustavs Parish (Malm.) 15 Ap
ril 1846; d. 29 Nov. 
1899. 
LARSSON, Olof, b. Norra Mogsjon, Kroppa Parish 28 March 17
97; d. 19 Dec. 1879; 
m. 
ERIKSDOTTER, Ingrid Greta, b. Lindhojden, Kroppa 5 April 1802; d.
 16 Sept. 1881 . 
TEGLER, Simon Wilhelm, b. Johannesholm, Venjan 4 Jan. 1820
; glassblower; d. 12 
Oct. 1858; m. 
TORN BERG, Maria. Sofia, b. Kloster, Husby Parish (Kopp.) 2 J
uly 1820; d. 11 Oct. 
1861. 
HANSSON, Per, b. Simontorp, Giirdslov 25 Aug. 1825; d. 9 Aug.
 1896; m. 
ANDERSDOTTER, Karna, b. Orsjo Parish (Malm.) 3 July 1827;
 d. 5 Jan. 1895. 
LARSSON, Olaus, b. Holmahuset Trunnerup, Villie Parish (Malm
.) 21 Aug. 1813; d. 
13 Aug. 1880; m. 
ARVIDSDOTTER, Cecilia, b. Lilla Pinan, Slimminge Parish (Ma
lm.) 6 Feb. 1816; d. 
Killerod, Borringe 12 April 1881. 
ANDERSSON, Lars, b. Norra Mogsjo, Kroppa 9Jan. 1768; farmer
; d. 26 March 1844; 
m. 
OLSDOTTER, Maria, b. Lillefors, Kroppa 28 March 1768; d. 4 D
ec. 1822. 
ERIKSSON, Erik, b. Lindhojden, Kroppa 21 Feb. 1777; d. 31 M
ay 1855; m. 13 Oct. 
1799 
. 
JANSDOTTER, Greta, b. Vargtorp, Kroppa 23 Aug. 1769; d. 31 
March 1854. 
TEGLER, Hartvig Eilert, bapt. Biri, Norway 16 April 1790; gl
assblower; came to 
Sweden 1819; changed name to Tejler; m. 
BRAUN, Berthe Maria, bapt. Biri 4 June 1788. 
TORNBERG, Gabriel, b. Sala 16 Nov. 1784; coppersmith; d.
 16 Jan. 1861; m. 
Garpenberg Parish (Kopp.) 26 May 1817 
JANSDOTTER, Anna, b. Hummelbo, Garpenberg Parish 13 Marc
h 1801; d. Hanaker, 
Husby Parish 10 May 1860. 
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PERSSON, Hans, b. Stump, Gustavs Parish (Malm.) 12 Nov. 1788; d. I June 1832; m. Gardslov Parish 17 Oct. 1823 
MANSDOTTER, Bengta, b. Simontorp, Gardslov Parish 4 Aug. 1794; d. 1851; remarried 1832 Nils Hendricksson, b. 25 Feb. 1804. HANSSON, Anders, b. Dyback, Vastra Vemmenhog Parish (Malm.) 4 April 1800; farmer and rusthallare (furnishing a man and a horse to the army); was still living 1860; m. 7 July 1824 
HANS DOTTER, Mereda, b. Skivarp Parish (Malm.) 8 April 1788; was still living 1860. SVENSSON, Lars, b. Lilla Tvaren, Hedeskoga Parish (Malm.) 22 Oct. 1759; moved to Holmahuset, a croft belonging to Rydsgard estate, Villie Parish; d. 2 May 1837; m. CHRISTENSDOTTER,. Hanna, b. Skarby Parish (Malm.) 28 Jan. 1773; d. I Aug. 1834. 
NILSSON, Arvid, b. Nyhus, Borringe Parish 28 Nov. 1776; d. 1841; m. Slimminge Parish 28 Dec. 1806 
MANSDOTTER, Boel, b. Lilla Pinan, Slimminge Parish 25 March 1785; d. 1846. LARSSON, Anders, b. Bjuron, Lungsund Parish (Varm.) 1735; m. Kroppa Parish 8 Oct. 1758 
HINDRIKSDOTTER, Maria, b. Norra Mogsjon, Kroppa Parish 1738. JONSSON, Olof, b. 1721; farmer; d. Lilleforstorp, Kroppa ca. 1770; m. 19 Feb. 1749 ANDERSDOTTER, Catharina, b. Ronningen, Kroppa 29 Jan. 1730. ERIKSSON, Erik, b. Lindhojden, Kroppa3 March 1749; farmer; d. 30June 1812; m. 25 Sept. 1774 
ANDERSDOTTER, Ingeborg, b. 29 Sept. 1743; d. 10 Nov. 1824. BENGTSSON, Jonas; b. Lungsund Parish March 1734; d. Vargtorp, Kroppa 16 Dec. 1818, m. 
ERIKSDOTTER, Catharina, b. Vargtorp, Kroppa 16 May 1738; d. 7 June 1800. TEGLER, Hans Jacob, b. ca. 1767; glassblower, probably from Germany; m. Biri Parish, Norway 5 Dec. 1788 
BRA UN, Marte Maria, b. ca. 1766; she probably belonged to a family of glassblowers who moved to Norway in the 18th century. Biri glassworks was founded in 1765. BRAUN, Johannes, b: ca. 1750; a list of glassblowers brought to Norway includes the name Braun, sometimes spelled Bruun; m. 
MOGENSDOTTER, Ziri, b. ca. 1755; her surname suggests Swedish or Norwegian birth. 
TORNBERG, Erik, b. Tingsas Parish (Kron.) 1751; tailor; m. 7 Feb. 1775 ARHUSIANDER, Christina Gabrielsdotter, b. Sala 15 July 1751, d. 26 Nov. 1828. ERSSON / ERIKSSON, Jan, b. Garpenberg Parish 13 July 1759; d. Hummelbo, Garpenberg 13 Oct. 1820; m. Garpenberg 3 Nov. 1785 OLSDOTTER, Gertrud, b. Kaspersbo, Garpenberg 1759; d. Hummelbo 17 Sept. 1838. HANSSON, Per, b. Stump, Gustavs Parish 1755; m. ANDERSDOTTER, Boel, b. 1759. 
PERSSON, Marten, b. Sandakra, Skurup Parish (Malm.) 4 Nov. 1754; d. 1825; m. 3 Nov. 1786 
MATTSDOTTER, Amalia, b. Nasby, Gardslov Parish 2 Oct. 1752; d. I Feb. 1822. ANDERSSON, Hans, b. Dyback, Vastra Vemmenhog 23 March 1762; m. 1798 LARSDOTTER, Catharina, b. Ostra Vemmenhog Parish (Malm.) 10 Feb. 1778. TRULSSON, Hans, b. 12 Jan. 1756; m. 
HOBRO, Johanna, b. Skivarp Parish 17 June 1768; d. 14 July 1846. LARSSON, Sven, b. Lilla Tvaren, Hedeskoga ca. 1738; crofter; d. 21 April 1791; m. LARS DOTTER/ HANS DOTTER, Ingeborg. 

















































JONSSON, Nils; m. 
NILSDOTTER, Maria. 
JONSSON, Mans; m. 
LARS DOTTER, Arena, bapt. with her twin sister Slimminge Parish 2 July 1757; d. 19 
July 1814. 
OLSSON, Lars, b. Bjuron, Lungsund 1684; m. 
-, Annika, b. 1690; d. ca. 1757. 
JANSSON, Hinrik. b. Broby (?) ca. 1709; farmer in Norra Mogsjon, Kroppa; d. ca. 
1760; m. 
GUSTAFSDOTTER, Catharina, b. ca. 1711. 
OLSSON, Jon, b. ca. 1687; d. ca. 1758; m. 
LARSDOTTER, Martha, b. ca. 1687. 
ERSSON/ERIKSSON, Anders, farmer at Ronningen, Kroppa Parish; m. 
LARSDOTTER, Marta. 
ANDERSSON, Erik, b. ca. 1714; farmer at Lindhojden, Kroppa; d. 20 Oct. 1787; m. 
SIGFRIDSDOTTER, Stina, b. ca. 1727; d. Lindhojden June 1791. 
CARLSSON, Anders, b. ca. 1705; farmer in Gammalkroppa, Kroppa; m. 
PERSDOTTER, Brita, b. ca, 1705. 
NILSSON, Erik, b. ca. 1713; farmer at Vargtorp, Kroppa; d. ca. 1769; m. 
GULDBRANDSDOTTER, Margareta, b. ca. 1703; d. ca. 1769. 
TEGLER, Hartvig, b. probably Germany 1720; glassblower in Biri Parish. 
BRA UN, Marie Margreta, b. probably in Germany; res. in Biri. 
ARHUSIANDER, Gabriel, b. 21 Feb. 1708; master tailor; d. Sala 27 June 1772; m. 
MATTSDOTTER, Anna, b. Norrbarke Parish (Kopp.) 6 April 1720; d. 20 Nov. 1788. 
JANSSON, Erik, b. Tallbo (?), Garpenberg Parish 10 April 1732; d. 3 May 1820; 
m. 1 Nov. 1753 
JANSDOTTER, Kerstin, b. Skaffarbo, Garpenberg 28 Nov. 1735; d. Hummelbo, 
Garpenberg 23 July 1818. 
ERSSON/ERIKSSON, Olof, farmer at Kaspersbo, Garpenberg. 
OLSSON, Par, b. ca. 1726; farmhand; m. Skurup Parish 20 March 1748 
ANDERSDOTTER, Bengta, b. Skurup ca. 1730. 
PERSSON, Matts, m. 
PERSSON, Metta. 
HAKANSSON, Anders, m. Vastra Vemmenhog Parish 29 Oct. 1759 
ANDERSDOTTER, Kerstin. 
GUNNARSSON, Lars, from Dyback, Vastra Vemmenhog; m. Ostra Vemmenhog 17 
June 1760 
JONSDOTTER, Karna, b. 1732; from Dyback. 
HOBRO, Nils, b. probably Skivarp Parish; innkeeper in Skivarp; d. 1776; m. 
LOFBERG, Malena. 
MANSSON, Lars, m. 
ANDERSDOTTER, Bengta. 
JANSSON, Jan, farmer at Broby, Kroppa Parish 1738. 
ELIASSON, Gustaf, b. ca. 1677; farmer at Norra Mogsjon; d. ca. 1762; m. 
--, Karin, d. ca. 1745. 
DANIELSSON, Matts. 
ERIKSSON, Johan, resided at Tallbo, Garpenberg; m. 
ANDERSDOTTER,Kerstin. 
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220. HOBRO, Martin, b. probably in Villie Parish 1696; clerk (klockare) in Villie; d. 1771. (His cousin, Mathias Habra, was an officer in the armies of Charles XII and was ennobled in I 720 with the name of Reutercrona). VIII. 440. HOBRO, Caspar, mentioned as master baker in Ystad, where he d. during the plague 1710-1712. The death notice states his name as Caspar Jonsson, who d. 23 Aug. 1712. IX. 880. HOBRO, Jens Pedersen, graduate of Roskilde School, Denmark; clergyman in Aspo Parish (Malm.); d. 1651. Elgenstierna postulates that the family came from Hobro in Holstein; m. 
881. TINCKEL, Ingar Henriksdatter, b. Aspo ca. 1605; d. Aspo 5 Nov. 1678. X. 1762. TINCKEL, Henrik Rasmussen, clergyman in Aspo Parish; dean of the district 1597; m. 1763. SIMONSDATTER, Eline. 
XI. 3524. TINCKEL, Rasmus Pedersen, b. Gronby Parish (Malm.) ca. 1533; d. Gronby 22 Aug. 1593; m. 
3525. ALBERTSDATTER, Marine, b. Malmo ca. 1540; d. 4 Aug. 1574. XII. 7048. TINCKEL, Peder Bosen, b. Slagelse, Denmark ca. 1486; mentioned as the first Lutheran clergyman in Gronby Parish 1535; canonicus (diocesan official in Dalby Parish (Malm.)); d. 1565; m. 
7049. OLUFSDATTER, Elin, b. Kalundborg, Denmark ca. 1502; d. I Aug. 1581. 
Sources 
I. Microfilmed parish records from Garpenberg, Husby, Norrbarke and Venjan parishes in Kopparberg liin; Tingsas Parish in Kronoberg liin; Aspo. Borringe, Gardslov, Gustavs, Hedeskoga, Skarby, Skivarp, Skurup, Slimminge, Ostra and Vastra Vemmenhog and Villie parishes in Malmohus liin; Kroppa and Lungsund parishes in Varmland liin and Sala parish in Vastmanland /iin. 2. Gunnar Carlquist, Lunds stifts herdaminnefran reformationen till nyaste rid (Lund 1951 ), Series II, Vol. 3, pp. 392-395; 490-492. 
3. Gustaf Elgenstierna, Den introducerade svenska adelns iillartavlor, I-IX (Stockholm 1925-1936), VI, p. 247. 4. Carl Sjostrom, Skanska nationenjore afdelningarnes rid (1682-1832) (Lund 1897), p. 147. 5. Information supplied by Carl-Erik Johansson of Salt Lake City, UT. 6. Family records. 
SAG Contributor Dies 
Word has just been received that Prof. Sten Carlsson of Uppsala, Sweden, contributing editor of Swedish American Genealogist, died S August at the age of 71. Prof. Carlsson, one of Sweden's leading historians, had frequently visited the U.S., participating in emigration seminars in many parts of the country, as well as lecturing at various universities from coast to coast. His participation in the editorial work of SAG will be greatly missed. 
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Queries from subscribers to Swedish American Genealogist will be listed her
e 
free of charge on a "space-available basis." The editor reserves the right to ed
it the 
question to conform to the general format. 
Applequist 
I am seeking information on John Christian Applequist, born in Sweden IO
 
Oct. 1846, who emigr. to Jamestown, NY in 1872 and then moved to B
ristol, 
Trumbull Co., OH ca. 1875/ 1876. Hem. Ernaline Shingledecker. Was Aaron Or
en 
Applequist, whom. Elsie Swanson, his brother? 
Trissa Haefling 
351 Bonnie Brae N.E. 
Warren, OH 44483 
577 
Person/Palmquist 
My paternal grandfather, Carl Person, left Sweden 15 May 1891 for America
, 
his passage being paid for by a farmer in Webster Co., IA. Is there anywhere 
that a 
record can be found of this indenture? 
Soon after his arrival he changed his name to Palmquist and was naturalized
 
with that name in Cook Co., IL in 1902. 
Judi Palmquist 
1122 Canterford Circle 
Westlake Village, CA 91361 
578 
Persson/Peterson/Persdotter 
I am looking for five brothers and sisters from the village of Skartofta in Oved
 
Parish (Malm.) who emigr. to the U.S. 
Anders Persson, b. 22 Sept. 1858. 
Hanna Persdotter, b. 19 Nov. 1861; in America she married Anders Karlsson
. 
Both of these siblings went to Swede Grove, MN in April 1882. 
Maria Persdotter, b. 16 Nov. 1868; d. 18 July 1921. She may have m. a person
 
named Andersson. 
Olof Persson/Peterson, b. 9 Jan. 1871. 
Nils Persson, b. 13 July 1873; went to St. Paul, MN in March 1880. An
y 
information regarding these persons would be much appreciated. 
Kjell Jonsson 
Sagovagen 34 
281 42 Hassleholm, SWEDEN 
579 
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Fredriksson 
Carl Viktor Fredriksson, b. in Fuxerna Parish (Alvs.) 26 Jan. 1876, emigr. to America 29 Sept.1893. He was a brother of my maternal grandmother, Emilia Sofia Fredriksson, b. 15 Oct. 1878 and d. in Uddevalla 1938. His last address we know of dates back to 1950 when it was 3315 Jefferson Avenue, Houston, TX. In 1950 Carl Viktor was in contact with his cousins in Lilla Edet as well as Langedrag in Sweden, but since that time all contact has been broken. I would appreciate any clue as to what happened to Carl Viktor. 
Ingvar Weienfors 
Hembygdsvagen 1, Hol 
441 93 Alingsas, SWEDEN 580 
Nelson, Malmquist, Schrevelius 
My grandfather, Oscar W.Nelson, emigr. to the U.S. ca. 1889. He lived in Butte, MT in 1900 and moved to Seattle,WA ca. 1903, where he lived until his death in 1942. I believe I have found his birth record-an Oscar Wilhelm was b. in Bjornekulla Parish (Krist.) 27 July 1872, the s. of Assarina Nilsdotter. Oscar had a brother, Frans Edvard, also b. in Bjornekulla 18 March 1871. Assarina was b. in Kvidinge Parish (Krist.) IO Aug. 1850 and she and her two sons moved from Bjornekulla 1873, ostensibly to Hoganas Parish (Malm.), but they have not been found in the Hoganas records. Family lore has it that Assarina Nilsdotter died, leaving him an orphan and that his brother "died at sea". My grandfather said that he also used the surname of Malmquist, which might mean that he was the foster son or the real son of a man named Malmquist. I would like to hear from anyone who has found Oscar Wilhelm, Frans Edvard or Assarina Nilsdotter in the Swedish parish records after their move from Bjornekulla 1873. Assarina Nilsdotter was the granddaughter of Knut Schrevelius ( 1773-1827) of Perstorp Parish (Krist.). I have information on the Schrevelius family of Skane which I would be glad to share. 
Eileen Moore 
303 Northwest 89th Street 
Seattle, WA 98117 
581 
Strandholm 
My grandfather, Gabriel Strandholm, b. in Vora or Korsnas in Finland, emigr. to the U.S. toward the end of the 19th century. Hem. in the U.S. 29 Sept. 1896 my grandmother, Adelina Mathilda Blomqvist, b. at Finstrom in the Aland Islands 18 June 1868. Their daughter (my mother), Jesse Alina Strandholm was b. in Cedarville, MI 7 July 1898. My grandfather died 22 May 1898,just before the birth of his dau. and the following year my grandmother returned to Finland with my mother. 
I am anxious to know something of my grandfather, when and where was he born, what did he do in America, how did he die? Any information concerning him would be much appreciated. 
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Hilding Karlsson 
Norragatan 37 B 7 




Four siblings of my grandmother emigr. to America and m
ay have settled in 
Colorado. They were all b. in Kvistbro Parish (Ore.) and w
ere: 
Johan Adolf Andersson, b. 27 June 1863, emigr. 21 A
pril 1882. Christina 
Charlotta Andersson, b. 26 May 1866, emigr. with her bro
ther. 
Axel Leonard Andersson, b. 20 Sept. 1871, emigr. 10
 April 1888. Albert 
Andersson, b. 8 Dec. 1868, emigr. l April 1887. Any help 
in tracing them or 
their descendants would be much appreciated. 
Ake Eriksson 
Brunnsviksallen 3 C 
591 50 Motala, SWEDEN 
583 
Swanson 
I am trying to find the Swedish name of a Bernard Benjami
n Swanson, b. in 
Gothenburg, Sweden 16 Dec. 1866. His parents were Ben an
d Kate. He arr. in New 
Orleans in 1889. All personal records concerning him have
 been destroyed. 
He wrote articles for a Swedish newspaper in Jamestown, 
NY by the name 
Skandia. He was also Supreme President of The Scandina
vian Brotherhood of 
America. Is this organization still in existence and where c
an I find information 
regarding it? 
Elmer R. Swanson, M.D. 
344 West Bridge Drive 
Berea, 0 H 44017 
584 
Sundberg, Arvidsson, Johansson/Liden 
I am looking for information on the following people who e
migr. to the U.S. 
I. Hans Peter Sundberg, b. Bergsjo Parish (Gavl.) 2 July
 1861; emigr. to 
Minnesota 1881. 
2. Brita Margareta Sundberg, b. Bergsjo 27 April 1864; to 
Minnesota 1882. 
3. Jonas Wilhelm Arvidsson, b. Forsa Parish (Gavl.) 20 Ma
y 1857; emigr. to 
the U.S. 1891 with wife Maria Kristina Andersdotter, b. 5 A
ug. 1859 and 
children Emma Vilhelmina, b. 16 Oct. 1886; August Aron
, b. 13 March 
1889 and Oskar Hetman, b. 20 Dec. 1890. 
4. Olof Johansson-Liden, b. Bergsjo 23 Aug. 1835; emigr. 
to the U.S. 1866 
with his wife Johanna Johansdotter, b. 12 Feb. 1842 ands. Jo




860 13 Stode, SWEDEN 
585 
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Parishes in Krohoberg liin 
I would be interested in corresponding with anyone doing research in the parishes of Urshult, Vackelsang, Nobbele, Linneryd, Almeboda and Ljuder in Kronoberg liin. 
Larry A. Peterson 
663 Grand Avenue, Apt. G 1 
Des Moines, IA 50312 
586 
Engberg 
I am interested in knowing what happened to Johan Engberg, b. in Bergsjo Parish (Gavl.), who emigr. to the U.S. 1901. 
Moniqa Haraldsson 
Viskan 5387 
860 13 Stode, SWEDEN 587 
Pehrsson/Strom; Pehrsson/ Akerstrom; Pehrsson/ Aker I am interested in knowing what happened to the following people who emigr. to the U.S . Three brothers named Pehrsson, assumed new surnames as they emigr. 1. Jonas Pehrsson/ Strom, b. Bergsjo Parish (Gavl.) 20 Jan. 1844; emigr. to America 1868 with his wife, Karin Pehrsdotter, b. 7 Sept. 1849 and dau. Karolina Brita. 
2. Anders Pehrsson/ Akerstrom, b. Bergsjo 21 Dec. 1847 and sister Brita Pehrsdotter, b. 15 Aug. 1854, emigr. 1883. 
3. Nils Pehrsson/ Aker, b. Bergsjo 16 April 1857; probably emigr. to Oxford, MN. 1892 with his wife, Christina Mattsdotter, b. 24 July 1864 and children-Emanuel, b. 20 March 1883; Per Gunnar, b. 7 Jan. 1886; Beda Katrina, b. 4 Feb. 1889 and Mathias Leander, b. 12 Oct. 1890. 
Moniqa Haraldsson 
Viskan 5387 
860 13 Stode, SWEDEN 588 
Andersson, Haegglund 
I am searching for information regarding my mother's uncle, John Henning Andersson, b. in Stockholm 15 May 1874 and his wife, Beda Christina Haegglund, b. in Nordingra Parish (Vn.) 12 Nov. 1873. They had the following children - Ingeborg, b. 5 Nov. 1899; Albert H., b. 19 Feb. 1902; J. Gustav, b. 12 March 1904; Carl 0., b. in Chicago 1907 and K. Edwin, b. in Chicago 1909. The family emigr. to Chicago 1901 from Gudmundra Parish (Vn.) together with my grandmother, Anna Haegglund, and res. in Chicago in 1910. Elsie Frolander 
Klackvagen 1 D 
85254 Sundsvall, SWEDEN 589 
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Svensson, Johannesdotter, Johansson, Berglund 
I am looking for information on, or descendants of the family of Emanuel 
Theodor Svensson, b. in Tvarred Parish (Alvs.) 15 Aug. 1854 · and his wife, 
Emma Kristina J ohannesdotter, b. in Hossna Parish (Alvs.) 25 Dec. 1851. They 
had a dau., Alma Elisabet, b. in Hossna 14 June. 1884. Emanuel emigr. to the 
U.S. 30 May 1893 and the wife and the dau. emigr. 17 April 1897. Emanuel was 
the s. of Sven Johan Johansson and Inga Maria Berglund. 
Russell E. Holt 
79 Diamond Hill Road 
Candia, NH 03034 590 
Linqvist, Swanson, Hagberg 
I am looking for cousins in America, from whom we last heard in 1947 with 
the following addresses: 
1. Gustaf Adolf Linqvist, 98 Catherine St., Port Richmond, Staten Island, 
NY 10302 
2. Elof Linqvist, 201 Decker Ave., Port Richmond, Staten Island, NY 
10302 
3. Hanna Swanson, m. a Carlson and had two children, Willy and Milly 
Carlson, res. at 193 Catherine St., Port Richmond, Staten Island, NY 
10302 
4. Carl and Anna Hagberg, had two children, Carl (Charles) and Signe, 
res. at 2 Riley Place, Port Richmond, Staten Island, NY 10302. 
Karl-Erik Johansson 
c/ o Carl-Axel Bengtsson 
Skogshuggargrand 2 
574 00 Vetlanda, SWEDEN 591 
Hilding, Lundgren 
My grandfather, Olof (Olle) Hilding, was b. in Sirekopinge Parish (Malm.) 
11 Nov. 1861 and emigr. to the U.S. 1909. He had m. Hilda Josephina Lundgren, 
b. in Oskarshamn 23 Aug. 1870, in Sweden in Nov. 1894. My grandmother d. in 
South Bend, WA 18 July 1937 and my grandfather, who had been a streetcar 
conductor between South Bend and Raymond, WA, d. in South Bend 13 April 
1939. Theirs., my father, Johan Edwin Einar Hilding, was b. in Landskrona 15 
Aug.1895,andarr. intheU.S.1911. 
I would appreciate any information on my grandparents' forebears. 
Shirley D. Rice 
HCR 82, Box 151 A 
Salem, MO 65560 592 
Christopherson, Holmberg, Gardell 
I am looking for information regarding my great grandparents. My great 
grandfather was b. Christopher Martinsson in Visby, Sweden in 1863. The 
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surname became Christopherson and my great grandfather used the name August Christopherson. He was m. to Emma Holmberg, b. in Stockholm in 1877. They both came to the U.S. just before 1900. My great grandfather's parents were named Martin Christopherson and Sophia Gardell. 
Inquiries to Landsarkivet in Visby and Riksarkivet in Stockholm have yielded nothing. Can anyone help? 
Jacqueline L. Brown 
4362 Gloria Court 
Rohnert Park, CA 94928 593 
Matson (Mattsson) 
I need information about Nils Matson and his wife Margaret (Margareta) and their descendants. Nils arr. in New Sweden 1654 and took up land along the Delaware and Schuylkill Rivers. Nils is said to have come from Torshalla Parish (Sod.) aboard the ship Orn, which departed from Goteborg 2 Feb. 1654 and arr. in Delaware 20 May the same year. In 1663 Margareta Matson was called a witch. On 7 Dec. 1683 Margaret was tried before William Penn in Philadelphia for witchcraft and on 27 Dec. 1683 she was found guilty of having the fame of a witch. I need to verify connection of my ggggg grandmother Hannah Matson (Davies) to Nils and Margaret. Hannah is said to be a great granddaughter. C.B. Martin 
106 Beryl Street 
Los Alamos, NM 87544 594 
Jonasson, Kones, Pedersdatter, J 0rem, Finvold, Larsson, Jonsson 
I am looking for descendants of Lars J onasson Kones, b. in Jamtland 2 Oct. 1829. The surname comes from the village of Konas. Lars was the s. of Jonas Andersson Kones and m. in Trones, Norway 7 July 1858 Beret Pedersdatter, b. 31 May 1840, dau. of Peder Olsen Skogen and Beret Jensdatter Birkevann. The couple had the following children, b. in Norway - Beret Johanna, b. 28 Feb. 
1858; Peder Jakob, b. 24 Aug. 1859; Lorents, b. 2 Oct. 1861; Johan, b. 23 Jan. 1863; Pernille, b. 19 June 1866 and Salamon, b. ca. 1868. The family emigr. from Trondhjem in June 1871 and settled in Eau Claire, WI. It is not known if the children used the surname Kones in the U.S. They may have used the surnames J 0rem, Finvold, Larsson or J onasson. In the early 1900s a relative from Norway visited the Kones family and reported that the mother or the dau. Beret was active in the movement for more humane treatment of horses. The rumor is that Lars Kones worked as a well-driller and that he was accidentally killed at work. Possible places where the family res. are Martel and Woodville, WI. Eileen More 
303 Northwest 89th St. 




I am looking for descendants of Andrew Kling (Anders Klingert), b. in
 
Norrbarke Parish (Kopp.) 27 Jan. I 849 and his wife, Carin (Katarina Norq
vist), 
b. in Nora (Ore.) 29 Oct. 1859. They came first to Clayton, Polk Co., WI in
 Nov. 
1889 but soon moved to Little Falls, MN. They are listed in the U.S. Cens
us for 
1900 and in the 1905 Minnesota State Census as living at 907 Fifth St., 
N.E., 
Little Falls, MN. They had the following children - Ellen, b. in WI April 
1890; 
Gustaf, b. in MN in Dec. I 892; Alice, b. in MN in March I 895; Ethel Olga
, b. in 
MN in May I 900 and Fridolph, b. in MN I 904. 
Any information would be appreciated. 
Margareta Jacobs 
1600 S. Eads Street, Apt. 3 I 1-S 
Arlington, VA 22202 
596 
Lange 
I am searching for William (Wilhelm) Lange, b., probably in Stockholm i
n 
May 1910 or 1911, who with his mother, Hilma Lange, a widow, b. in Lin
deras 
Parish (Jon.) in Nov. 1876, were living at 279 Prospect Place, Brooklyn
, NY 
between I 927 and I 954. William Lange is listed in the Brooklyn City Dire
ctory 
for I 936 as being a student, res. with his mother. He is supposed to have atte
nded 
college and to have become a naval officer. The William Lange, currently
 listed 
in the Brooklyn telephone directory is not the person I am looking for. I w
ould 
greatly appreciate any leads I can get on William Lange, any po
ssible 
desqendants and information concerning his mother. 
Margareta Jacobs 
1600 S. Eads Street, Apt.311-S 
Arlington, VA 22202 
597 
Malm 
I am searching for information concerning the brother and sisters of Clae
s 
(Carl) Alfred Malm, b. in Taby Parish (Stock.). He arr. in the U.S. I 883 a
nd m. 
in May I 885 Augusta Hammarbach, and d. in Malden, MA I 892. The br
other 
Gustaf H., and the sisters, Amalia A., Selma J., and Eugenia T., were all
 b. in 
Taby. 
Bettina A. Rice 
774 Belmont Street 
Watertown, MA 02172 
598 
Johansson 
I am searching for information on Sven Ivan Johansson, b. in Sodrahult
, 
Vittaryd Parish (Kron.) 23 July 1875 and who left the parish 12 Feb. 
1892, 
perhaps destined for America. He is not shown in the police records in Got
eborg 
between 12 Feb. through 7 March 1892 nor in the Malmo lists. He may
 have 
gone to the area around Duluth, MN and is believed to have d. prior to 1902
. The 
Emigrant Institute in Vaxjo has verified the above information but 
could 
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provide no additional information. Any suggestions or help would be appreciated. 
Stan Hultgren 
940 Rio Vista 
Eugene, OR 97404 599 
Karlsson 
I am searching for information on Gust Karlsson, who was a half-brother of John, Victor, Ed, Anna and Elizabeth Fedosky, and the eldest s. of Christina Sophia Swanson. Christina was b. in Hjorted Parish (Kalm.) 19 Oct. 1868 and emigr. 1892. Gust came to the U.S. later and settled in IA. He res. in two places -in Kiron and Odebolt. In the latter place he owned a farm in 1931. If anyone has any information about him or his descendants I would appreciate hearing from you. 
Terry Fedosky 
Route 1, Box 374 
Symsonia, KY 42082 600 
J ohannesson 
I would like information on Daniel Erik J ohannesson, b. 15 May 1828 and his brother Nils Petter J ohannesson, b. 12 July 1831, both in Basterna N orrgard, Slatthog Parish (Kron.), the sons of Johannes Eriksson and Cajsa Johannes-dotter. Daniel emigr. 3 April 1867 and Nils 30 April 1870. A sister, Lena Stina Helena Johannesdotter, whom. an Ericsson, was my great great grandmother, who emigr. 9 April 1887 to Ong, Clay Co., NE. Her sister Johanna, who was m. to Johannes Danielsson, who changed his name to Moody in America and emigr. 13 May 1882 and settled in Helvey, NE. 
Mrs. Lorraine Martin 
106 Beryl Street 
Los Alamos, NM 87544 601 
Lund, Kling, Jonasson/ Johannesson 
I am searching for information on Otto Lund, his family and descendants. He was b. in Skepperstad Parish (Jon.) in 1832 and emigr. to Holdrege, NE. His nephew, Carl August Lund, was a well-known pioneer in Holdrege. Also I would like information on Hannah Kling's parents and descendants. She was the first wife of Carl August Lund, whom she m. in 1882. I am looking for information concerning my uncle, Adolf J onasson (J ohannesson) / J ohrison and his descendants. He was b. in Ryd, Almundsryd Parish (Kron.) 15 July 1875, s. of Johannes and Olivia ,Bakansdotter Jonasson. He emigr. to Pawtucket, RI 24 March 1899 and may have been employed in a dairy. 
Margaret Johnson Fleshman 
7980 West 41st Avenue 
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033 602 
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Regent or Sweden 1250 - 1200 . 
Hotel Birger Jarl 
Stockholm 
Make Our Hotel Your 
Headquarters 
While Searching Your 
Roots in Sweden. 
252 rooms with bath/shower, TV and radio. 
Conference rooms for groups from 10 to 175 persons. 
Private banquet facilities for 225 guests. 
Cafeteria - garage. 
Centrally located - Tulegatan 8 at Jarlaplan. 
Address: Box 19016, S-104 32 Stockholm, Sweden. 
Telephone + 46 8 1510 20. 






Scandinavia is our home. We offer more flights to 
Scandinaviayear-round than any other airline. 
We fly non stop from New York, Chicago, Los Angeles 
and Seattle with convenient connections to cities 
throughout Scandinavia. 
Ask your travel agent about SAS' vacation packagesJ 
frequent schedules and low air fares or call SAS, 
toll free 1-800-221-2350. 
$AJ: 
SCAN91NAVIAN AIRLINES 
